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DELIVERING STRATEGY
STRATEGY
The conference offers the opportunity to address key issues facing the industry
in the region, benefit from the experiences of postal experts around the world,
and seek innovation and solutions that will drive the industry forward.

INNOVATION
The exhibition showcases the most comprehensive display of leading international
technology suppliers and industry partners who are focused on developing new
opportunities in the region. Visitors and delegates will be able to identify new
business opportunities, technology innovations and ideas.

For more information contact:
Mr. Chris Richardson
UKIP Media and Events Ltd, Asia - Pacific
Tel: +61 (0) 267 665716 • Mobile: +61 (0) 4207 64110
Email: christopher.richardson@ukipme.com
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TRADE & COMPLIANCE
CHALLENGES IN ASIA

Managing the Complexities of Cross
Border Trade and Trade Blocs

27 March 2014 | 1.00 pm – 4.30 pm | e2i

Overview
In today’s global economy, firms must deal with several customs-related
challenges regarding their cross-border operations, especially so in
Asia. Despite the Free Trade Agreement networks, the rapidly changing
requirements and trade blocs continue to present challenges to companies’
supply chain management. Nowadays, effective management of cross border
issues is increasingly crucial for firms in order to maintain a competitive
advantage.
“Trade & Compliance Challenges in Asia” aims to discuss the practices
that can help firms to minimise the significant complexities and costs of
cross border trade and trade blocs. The session will also highlight the

management of compliance issues to ensure efficiency of supply
chain processes, as well as to reduce, if not eliminate, the impacts
of non-compliance of trade regulations.

Details
DATE: 27 March 2014

TIME: 1.00 pm – 4.30 pm
VENUE: e2i, 80 Jurong East St 21,
	Singapore 609607

Participation Fees*
Endorsers & Premier

Complimentary

Lim
it
Sea ed
ts

Individual/Lite/Professional
SGD125

Programme
1.00 pm

Registration and Networking

1.30 pm

Welcome Address

1.45 pm

Trade & Compliance Challenges in Asia – An Overview

2.30 pm	Panel Discussion – Compliance & Custom Challenges in Asia

Non-Members
SGD275

To Register
Contact 6567 2308
weisi.low@supplychainasia.org

3.30 pm	Networking Break
4.30 pm

Limited
Complimentary
Seats for
Endorsers &
Premier

Event End

*Prices are reflected before 7% GST.
Find us at

Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd

1 International Business Park #03-01C (Tower Block)
The Synergy Singapore 609917
T +65 6567 2308 F +65 6569 4772 www.supplychainasia.org
Co. Reg No (201216027H) GST Reg No (201216027H)

www.fb.com/scasia.org
groups/Supply Chain Asia
youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
App-SC Asia
App-SC Asia
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While businesses are still striving to swing into full
gear after the recent festive season, the supply
chain sector has been chugging on to keep the
world spinning. The year has kicked off well
particularly for the industry, with the Stifel Logistics
Confidence Index remaining above the 50-level for
12 months.
But challenges are still strife, as evident by the
extreme climate change we have experienced. The
2014 North American cold wave affected more than
200 million people in the region, with temperatures
dipping until -38 degree Celsius. Airlines cancelled
their flights by the thousands, due to poor weather
conditions and frozen jet fuel. On the upside, cold
weather generally means increased aftermarket
business, such as in antifreeze products, due to
extreme conditions causing parts to fail. Thankfully,
despite the extraordinarily cold weather, the
crippling front has not devastated the supply chain
industry.
The same may not be able to be said for the political
turmoil in Thailand and Cambodia. While Bangkok’s

state of emergency has paralysed the city, workers
has amassed in Phnom Penh to demand a fair
minimum wage and the stepping down of Prime
Minister Hun Sen, who is accused of rigging the last
election. Factories have to shut down momentarily,
and operations were disrupted in the process. With
Indonesia’s upcoming elections this year, it seems
likely that political issues in the Asia-Pacific will have
a greater impact on the industry than the climate
change in North America. Uncertainty seems to be
the constant theme this year, and outlook remains
cautiously optimistic.
In this issue, Supply Chain Asia is honoured to
interview Mr Paul Graham (DHL), Mr Bob Farrell
(Kewill), Mr Scott Gillies (Manhattan Associates),
and Mr Todd Handcock (Tag Worldwide & Williams
Lea). Thank you to our attendees at Sunset Talk
2014, and we look forward to seeing you again at
our next event!
Cheers,
The Supply Chain Asia Team

Corporate Endorsers
Platinum

Gold

Silver

Supply Chain Asia Magazine (MICA (P)062/02/2012) is
published by Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd. All rights
reverved. No part of the publication may be reproduced without
prior permission from the publisher. For subscription and other
enquiries, please visit www.supplychainasia.org.
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About us

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body dedicated to bringing
supply chain and logistics professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create
platforms whereby members of the community can come together to network,
share and learn from one another. Our focus is to enable the development of
collaborative relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make Supply Chain
Asia your community of choice.

Vision

Connect. Communicate. Collaborate.
By empowering members with platforms to apply these three crucial Cs, Supply
Chain Asia intends to be the Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain
Professionals living and working in Asia.

CONNECTING A COMMUNITY
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The Power of Vocollect Voice®

The Value Proposition of Voice-Directed Warehousing
Voice-directed warehousing, where a warehouse worker is directed to perform
tasks based on voice automation using a headset, is now over 20 years old.
The processes are maturing and the technologies are increasing in capability.
We have moved from early adopter, or early experimentation with the technology,
to main market adoption where mainstream manufacturers and distributors are
trying to rationalize the value proposition.
But what exactly is the value of voice for a supply chain leader? One thing is clear:
voice-directed warehousing has matured and is now mainstream in distribution
operations. The implementation of voice automation improves the satisfaction of
the warehouse operations teams through the improvement of order quality, and
accuracy of operations while improving productivity.

Read the entire study and watch the webinar
www.vocollectvoice.com/campaign/the-power-of-voice

© 2014 Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved.

Contact
Region
Asia Paciﬁc

Phone
China +86 186 1698 7028
Singapore +65 6305 2369
Australia +61 409 527 201

Email & Web
amkoh@vocollect.com
www.vocollectvoice.com

OpInions letters to editor

LETTERS
YOUR FEEDBACK & OPINIONS

Disagree with our articles? Have an idea on which topics
we should cover? Write to us your thoughts and you may be
featured in the next issue! Letters should include your full name,
company and email. (Selected letters will be subjected to editing for
clarity and space reasons.)

Send an Email: editor@supplychainasia.org
Send a Letter: 1 International Business Park, #03-01C
the Synergy, Singapore 609917
Find us at

www.supplychainasia.org

[Industry Headlines]
Greetings from Hong Kong! It is always a great pleasure
reading the monthly industry report. Keep up the great work
and engaging content. Have a great year ahead.
Wai Wei Kong, Starbucks
[Industry Headlines]
Thank you, SCA. The supply chain challenges are particularly
insightful. My best for Paul and the team for the festive season
and the upcoming new year.
Sahril Mahmood, Singapore Customs
[Industry Headlines]
Thanks, SCA. The Monthly Industry Headlines helps me to
easily understand the current trends in the industry. This is
definitely useful for me when it is time for me to prepare my
marketing materials. Keep them coming!
Edwin Lai, Trade Link
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[Industry Headlines]
This is a wonderful extract. Thank you once again, I am looking
forward to sharing the contents in my upcoming event.
Antony Peng, Disney
[Dialogues]
I am impressed with the new layout for this section! The
combination use of colours, interesting layout design, and
effective use of images has certainly made a difference. Great
work, SCA team!
Regina Lim, Singapore
[Innovation]
It is nice to see a feature on the innovative technologies available
in a distribution centre. People who are not in our industry do
not understand how important automation is in a warehouse.
They usually equate warehouse jobs as only manual-based, but
they could not be more wrong.
Leon Sim, Malaysia

industry headlInes monthly reports
About Supply Chain Asia

Industry
Headlines

O

ur monthly industry brief provides an astute commentary of
the various business headlines affecting the Asian markets.
Concise, impartial and easy to digest, the Supply Chain Asia
Industry Headlines is designed to help our readers track business
trends, and understand the implications of major happenings
in bite-sized chunks. In addition to providing our readers with
the information to make smart business decisions quickly and
effectively, we also include write-ups of our upcoming events and
academy programmes in individual copies of the brief.

Are We Really Mobile?
Since its advent, mobile devices have penetrated all aspects of our life (from the bedroom to the workplace) and it is easy to assume that
the technology is also pervasive in the supply chain industry. Afterall, the ability to keep supply chain operations moving 24/7, regardless of
an individual’s location, makes a lot of sense. For example, the flexibility that comes with a buyer being able to approve a PO change request
from a supplier without the need of a desktop system means a stronger business relationship with the added boon of cutting unnecessary
costs.
However, according to a recent study, results show that although mobility is important, it has not been thoroughly utilised in supply chain
operations. Inside their four walls, only 33.6 per cent use mobile functionality for some wireless scanning or printing while almost 30 per
cent do not use mobility at all. Outside their four walls, the numbers are even lower: 27.5 per cent carry out some transactions from tablets
and smartphones, but 36 per cent do not carry out mobile transactions at all.
Moderation is key when it comes to implementing mobility in your supply chain. An overly narrow approach will not maximise the benefits
mobility can bring, while a general, broad approach may result in wasted resources. Despite the surprisingly conservative results, mobility
is still expected to play an enormous role in the future of supply chain operations, but adopters must tread carefully.

How “mobile” are your current supply chain operations “inside” the four walls?
All transactions inside the 4 walls
(receiving, inventory, WIP, shipping, etc)

Not at all

29.5%

16.8%

some

?

33.6%

20.1%

Don’t know

Some wireless scanning

How “mobile” are your current supply chain operations “outside” the four walls?

All transactions enabled from
tablets and smart phones (RFQs, POs,
Change Orders, Invoice Approvals, etc)

Not at all

Source: scdigest.com
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29.5%

16.8%

some

?

33.6%

20.1%

Don’t know
Some transactions from
tablets and smartphones

PROLIFERATION OF SMARTPHONES & TABLETS

MOST PREFERRED O.S. FOR
MOBILE DEVICES

3 decades of progress in global digital connectivity and ubiquity

2000

2010 2015

326

1000

215,998

539,318

2015

12,378

67,225

364
350.8

2011

2010

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

468

63.6

296.6

SMARTPHONES

Mobilty Ad Revenue

2015

189,924

296.6

46,598

TABLETS

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES: NFC/AR

$ 20 BN

$ 119 BN
Mobilty Commerce
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Source: Wipro Mobility Solutions
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Apple’s Brilliance in Supply Chain
Apple is renowned for its closed ecosystem, with the company having
control over nearly every activity in the supply chain from design to
retail. However, in a bid to quell reports of its poor working conditions
in some of its Asian supply chain locations, the company is becoming
increasingly more transparent in its operations.
Apple’s annual filing shows that although most components essential to
the company’s business are available from multiple sources, a number
of them are still currently obtained from single or limited sources. Plus,
the company competes for various components with other market
participants for mobile communication and media devices, and personal
computers.
Current CEO Tim Cook reduced the number of component suppliers
and shut down warehouses to limit overstocking, with inventory being
reduced from a month to only six days. A recent Bloomberg report said
Apple is investing a record $10.5bn in supply chain robots and machinery
to improve sales that have been slowing due to competition.

MANUFACTURING
WAREHOUSING

DISTRIBUTION
RETURN

SOURCING

Intermediate
Warehouses
via
UPS/FedEx

United
States

Retail Stores

China
Other Asian
Countries
Europe

Online Store

Assembly
in China

Warehouse
Facility in
Elk Grove,
California

Direct Stores
Force
Wholesalers,
Retailers,
Network
Carriers

Warranty Return, Trade in Programme, Recycle/Reuse Programme
Source: www.supplychain247.com
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Asia: The Bright Spot in 2014
Asia’s developing countries are likely to continue growing faster than other emerging markets, despite India’s declines and caution signs
in China, say global logistics executives in the 2014 Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index. The 2014 Index is a survey of more than 800
industry executives and ranks 45 major emerging markets based on economic data, social indicators and infrastructure development.
Most logistics and trade executives (58 per cent) see emerging market countries in Asia producing the highest growth rates in 2014. Latin
America is the top choice of 25 per cent of survey respondents.
Although China remains No. 1 in the Index again this year, based on a formula that weighs economic, social and infrastructure data, China’s
performance in all three of the data-driven areas of the Index eroded over the past year. In addition, 64 per cent of executives in the survey
“agree” or “strongly agree” that there is a shift in production away from China. The respondents see Vietnam, India, Mexico and Indonesia
as leading alternative destinations.
India dropped from No. 2 in the Index to No. 4, below Brazil and Saudi Arabia due to chronic economic problems, lack of direction on the
economy and a weaker currency. India’s slide was remarkable considering that Brazil experienced a year of economic turmoil and that
India’s population is 44 times that of Saudi Arabia, a big advantage in the Index. As with China, India’s score in all three major areas of the
Index declined over the past year.
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Source: Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index 2014
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3D Printing On The Rise
3D printers are often touted as the next big thing, and have come a long way from its roots in the production of simple plastic prototypes.
Current capabilities already include handling materials ranging from titanium to human cartilage, as well as producing fully functional
components, including complex mechanisms, batteries, transistors, and LEDs.
In addition to transforming manufacturing flexibility, 3D printing can help companies improve the productivity of materials by eliminating
the waste accrued in traditional manufacturing.
The economic implications of 3D printing are significant: McKinsey Global Institute research suggests that it could have an impact of up to
US$550bn a year by 2025.

How 3D Printing Works

Sources: on3dprinting.com, Forbes.com
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3D Printing Disruptions
Accelerated product-development cycles
Reducing time in product development was a key benefit
of the first 3D printing machines. Companies have the
option to proceed with production using 3D printed parts
and start selling products while the traditional production
tools were still being manufactured or even before the
decision to produce them had been made. Expect the use
of such techniques to contribute to significant reductions
in product-development cycle times over the next decade.

Disruptive competitors
Many benefits of 3D printing could
cut the cost of market entry for
new players. For example, the use
of the technology to lower tooling
costs makes it cheaper to begin
manufacturing, even at low volumes,
or to serve niche segments.

New manufacturing strategies
& footprints
As costs continue to fall and the capabilities
of 3D printers increase, the range of parts
that can be economically manufactured
using additive techniques will broaden
dramatically. Boeing, for example, already
uses printers to make some 200 part
numbers for ten different types of aircraft;
medical-products companies are also using
them to create specific offerings such as hip
replacements.

Shifting sources of profit
Instead of reducing the reliance on hard
tooling, 3D printing creates an opportunity
to offer customised or bespoke designs at
lower cost—and to a far broader range of
customers. The additive manufacture of
individualised orthodontic braces is just
one example of the potential of these
technologies.

Source: McKinsey & Company
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A Record-breaking Year
for Changi Airport
Singapore Changi Airport registered a strong performance in 2013 to set new benchmarks for passenger traffic and aircraft movements.
Changi Airport handled a record 53.7 million passengers and 343,800 landings as well as take-offs during the year.
Changi Airport’s total cargo throughput for the year was stable, increasing by 0.8 per cent, as stronger imports outweighed slower exports
and transshipment volumes. There were also some bright spots in niche cargo segments, such as perishables and pharmaceuticals, which
continued to grow in 2013.
The recovery of the global airfreight industry remains fragile and potential growth in cargo volumes, if any, will be amidst a challenging
environment as global consumer demand and cargo yields continue to remain depressed.
In light of this, Changi Airport Group (CAG) will continue to extend support to its air cargo partners through the Changi Airport Growth
Initiative. All scheduled freighter flights at Changi Airport will enjoy a 50 per cent landing fee rebate and cargo tenants leasing CAG cargo
facilities at the Changi Airfreight Centre will enjoy rebates based on cargo tonnage handled, up to 20 per cent of their rentals.

Source: Singapore Changi Airport
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e-Commerce
NEWS BITES
In light of the recent exponential
rise in e-commerce activities over
the past decade, this section is
dedicated to keep our readers up
to date with the latest e-commerce
news.
Alibaba more valued than Amazon &
Facebook
• According to a recent Bloomberg article,
China’s largest online marketplace
operator Alibaba Group achieved
US$1.78bn in sales in the third quarter of
2013, up 51 per cent compared with the
same period in the previous year
• The value of the Hangzhou-based
company has been estimated by Carlos
Kirjner at Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. to
be as high as $190bn, more than double
Facebook’s initial offering
• If accurate, this estimate would value
Alibaba higher than Amazon and
Facebook, with Google as the only pure
Internet company worth significantly
more

H&M plans
expansion

further

e-commerce

• H&M has announced a 6.1 per cent rise
in its fourth-quarter net profit on the
back of a 12 per cent increase in total
sales
• The Swedish retailer says it will open
more online fashion stores as well as
expand its offering to include more
sports-clothing and home-furnishing
products
• The Stockholm-headquartered retailer
said that it would launch new online
outlets in France as well as take its first
steps into new online markets including
Australia, the Philippines and India

China tightens control over growing
e-commerce sector
• In the space of three years, online sales
in the mainland soared from US$3bn to
US$64bn in 2012, a figure that took the
US a decade to achieve
• Recently, the government announced
several laws that will take effect soon
• Among the changes on March 15,
consumers will be able to return goods
within seven days without specifying
a reason as long as they are in “good
condition”, with exceptions for custommade products and perishables, among
others

• The new law also requires online sellers
to register their names and addresses,
making it easier to pursue legal action
against counterfeiters

Apparel e-retailers thrive in frigid
weather
• Painfully cold weather naturally causes
consumers to spend more time indoors,
which is bad for the stores that rely on
shoppers regularly hitting the mall, but
the presence of frigid temperatures have
spurred on sales of apparel and other
gear designed to help people cope with
the cold
• According to data cited by Internet
Retailer, online traffic to seven of the top
e-commerce sites for outdoor apparel is
up 22 per cent in January 2014 compared
to January 2013
• Average weekly traffic lately for EMS.
com, for instance, has been up 49 per
cent over the same period a year ago
• During a particularly rough seven-day
cold spell in New York City, sales among
metropolitan area online shoppers at
TheNorthFace.com were up 93 per cent
compared to the same time span in 2013

We’re there,
whenever you need us

From Singapore to Uzbekistan, if you’re involved in an
incident, we’ll get someone on site and quickly. With 20
claims offices in key locations, and a further network of
local partners, we always have professionals on hand with
knowledge of the key issues and the legal frameworks
needed to manage a claim effectively.
Because we don’t do anything else, we lead
the way in transport and logistics insurance.
www.ttclub.com
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FeaTUres our highlights

Looking Towards

thailand

W

ith the West engulfed in economic instability with the Euro
Crisis and the US downturn, Asian countries are realising
the need to protect themselves from economic shocks by
reducing their dependency on developed economies.
According to Agility’s Emerging Markets Logistics Index 2013, logistics
and supply chain professionals see Intra-Asia trade routes as having
the most potential for growth, followed by Asia-Africa trade routes.
The emergence of regional economic integration, such as the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) 2015 in Southeast Asia and the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in South Asia,
shows how Asian countries are capturing booming regional demand
through the diversification of their export markets and strong focus on
each other’s strong economic growth. Thailand, as the second largest
emerging market in ASEAN, is a prime target for investment.

Unexpected incidents arising from
political unrest could potentially
become major disruptions to lean
supply chains.
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Opportunities Abound
Thailand has a unique geographical advantage in its development to
become the next global logistics hub. The country shares borders
with Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia and Malaysia, and is connected to
the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea through the Andaman
Sea and the Gulf of Thailand respectively. Thus, Thailand has easy
and direct access to its emerging economy neighbours, including
Vietnam on the other side of Laos, in addition to convenient access
to all the major ports within the region, such as in China, Japan and
India. The country also enjoys the advantages of multiple bilateral
trade agreements aimed at establishing better trade ties, such as the
South Asia Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA), the Indo-Thai Free Trade
Agreement, and countries like New Zealand, Australia, China, India,
Japan, Peru and Chile in addition to the ASEAN Free Trade Zones as
a member of ASEAN.
In the recent Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index, Thailand
maintained its rank at 14 with a score of 5.56, and it is the second
highest-ranking Southeast Asian country after Indonesia, which
ranked at 5 with a score of 6.6. According to the Index, the common
indicators used by professionals to determine high-potential emerging
markets for logistics are economic growth, foreign direct investment,
growing trade volumes, cheap labour, potential consumer spend and
geographical location.

THAILAND’S LOGISTIC COMPETENCY IN SEA REGION
(RANKED BY LOGISTIC PERFORMANCE INDEX 2012)
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Remark: The number in parentheses is the rank of country’s logistics competency out of 155 countries
Sources: Logistic Digest Magazine, World Bank, SCB EIC

Not All Rosy

Bright Future

While corruption and political instability are not very high on the list of
considerations for logistic companies entering emerging markets, it
should be noted that most companies cite poor transport infrastructure
and corruption as the top two major obstacles suppressing market
growth in emerging markets. Thailand has been plagued with protests
and demonstrations in the past years. These calls for governmental
reform largely revolve around the now-exiled ex-prime minister Thaksin
Shinawatra for his corruption and dominance in Thai politics, which
has also led to the current opposition to his sister’s government, Prime
Minister Yingluck Shinawatra. While these protests have been largely
non-violent, the fact that they occur frequently and are disruptive
to normal day-to-day businesses is an issue to keep in mind. PM
Yingluck’s administration has endured months of street rallies and
demonstrations led by opposition leader Suthep Thaugsuban,
blocking major roads and intersections, as well as causing heavy
traffic disruptions in Bangkok’s central business districts and other
government areas. Unexpected incidents arising from political unrest
could potentially become major disruptions to lean supply chains,
especially since majority of Thailand’s current underdeveloped transport
infrastructure consists of its road network, accounting for 82 per cent
of Thailand’s total transport costs.

Thailand’s manufacturing logistics master plan aims to achieve 15 per
cent in industrial logistics cost reduction for manufacturing and a 10
per cent increase in the efficiency of industrial logistics performance
by 2016. The plan utilises three strategic thrusts: developing logistics
management professionals in the industry, promoting collaboration
and linkages across all parties in the manufacturing supply chain
and supporting enabling factors that raise the national supply chain
effectiveness and competitiveness. Thirty projects will be implemented,
targeting 501 business operators with the goal of logistics cost
reduction of 3.5bn baht, training of 7,500 supply chain and logistics
professionals and linkage improvement of 30 supply chains.

Despite the political turmoil the country is going through, it should be
said that it has not deterred the government’s resolve to build up the
logistics industry by improving infrastructure and reducing logistics
costs. While Thai logistics costs over GDP has declined to 14.5 per
cent in 2011, logistics costs over production costs is still at about 17
per cent. The Primary Industries and Mines Department will spend
US$4.4m this fiscal year under Thailand’s Manufacturing Logistics
and Supply Chain Management Development Plan to lower logistics
costs by 3.5bn baht. Six key industries that typically hold 70 per
cent inventory will be developed; food, petrochemicals, automobiles
and parts, electrical appliances and electronics, rubber and rubber
products, and textiles and garments.

The seven-year high-speed railway project is in the works, involving
200 high-speed trains on lines linking Bangkok with the north, south
and east of the country, including the Malaysian and Laos borders,
Chiang Mai and Pattaya. The project is expected to stimulate the real
GDP growth by 1 per cent annually till its completion in 2020 and will
also produce over 500,000 jobs.

The upcoming AEC that will take shape in 2015 is also shifting
Thailand’s focus to water and rail transport to deliver products to other
ASEAN countries. Thailand is advancing with a US$68bn budget for
transport-infrastructure mega projects, which will help establish the
country as a regional hub for ASEAN as well as a bridge between
China and Southeast Asia. The transportation network development
would reduce logistical costs from 18 per cent to about 10 per cent
and strengthen the trade competitiveness of Thai manufacturers by
lowering fuel consumption and travel time.

Moreover, the Thailand Board of Investment has numerous and
substantial tax and non-tax incentives for logistics projects that foreign
investors and 3PLs would be well-positioned to take advantage of.
With the government throwing full support into developing Thailand into
the next big regional logistics hub, there is no doubt about the many
opportunities for logistics and supply chain management companies
to shine bright.
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Standard

Businesses Need Excellence as
Contributed by Mike Reed, Managing Partner of Oliver Wight Asia-Pacific

W

ith Asia predicted to account for over half of global output by the middle of the century, China
is set to surpass the US to be the world’s largest economy. Additionally, with the ever-turbulent
economic markets of Europe, US and Australia increasingly turning to Asia for market expansion
and revenue growth, Asia’s supply chain industry has never been so promising. Yet, with great divides in
terms of economic stability and maturity of logistics networks as well as supply chain systems across the
regions, businesses face a host of challenges. To overcome them, excellence in business performance
is a necessity for all.
The term ‘business excellence’ has long been in use. Some organisations pursue it relentlessly - and
successfully. Often it is an aspirational state that many seek, but which few reach; a journey that begins
in earnest but is then cut short as organisations lose their way or their enthusiasm, and revert to mere
business adequacy.
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To an extent, global recession was a reboot;
revealing many organisations’ own definition
of excellence as rather loose and their
ambition for improvement lacking. Comparing
themselves to their peers in the same league
and ignoring the premier division above
was masking an average performance, but
with their processes severely tested by the
economic downturn and a need for capital,
they were exposed. Forced to reduce costs,
companies drained inventory out of the supply
chain, only to discover that they were then
unable to get the performance they needed to
meet customer demand as it returned.
Figures from the Singapore Ministry of
Trade show the economy grew 3.7 per
cent year-on-year in the second quarter of
2013. Growth is led by the services sector
(up five per cent), but manufacturing also
expanded by 1.1 per cent following a 6.9 per
cent decline in the previous quarter, largely
because of strong growth in the output of
the biomedical manufacturing and electronics
sectors. However, elsewhere in the region,
the outlook is much less certain as the US
dollar strengthens and investors pull out of
emerging markets.
Arguably, global consumer demand has, to
an extent, stabilised (if not recovered) but
volatility still exists in the supply chain as those
further from the demand signal depend on
unreliable forecasts from their customers; for
many, the forward horizon remains difficult to
predict. These are circumstances that would
previously have sent organisations scrambling
for an IT solution to the problem, but now
it is an increasingly widespread knowledge
that the tools on their own do not deliver the
desired business type, size or performance;
the foundation of excellence lies in people
and their knowledge. Rather than spend
US$5m on a new IT system, organisations are
choosing to invest five to 10 per cent of that
figure in people and processes instead, and
they are getting substantially better results.
Class A is a recognised industry standard for
business excellence, established by Oliver
Wight and defined against a set of specific
criteria. These are not academic targets
but real-world performance measures,
which companies naturally focus on as a
fundamental part of their operations. But
organisations do not usually start out just
to achieve business excellence or Class A
per se. Typically, it is because they have
some kind of burning platform and need to
get better at something quickly - they want
to improve customer service; they want
greater control over the supply chain; they
want to become more integrated, and so on.

Achieving and sustaining these things will
naturally lead to Class A performance, but it
is right that organisations do not view Class A
as an objective in itself; business excellence is
achieved by taking a sequence of small steps,
which in themselves will bring immediate
returns for the organisation.

Those organisations that heeded the warnings
of the recent past and have already embarked
on business improvement programmes, are
now feeling the benefit in improved visibility
of demand and capability in supply; as well
as better understanding and management of
their product portfolio.

And typically, the return on investment goes
way beyond what they originally based their
business case upon. There will be a direct
ROI in terms of improved supply chain
management, inventory control and integrated
business planning, but organisations can
also get an unexpected improvement in ROI
of their IT systems as a result of process
improvement and the performance of their
people. Add to this the benefit of a view of
the future horizon out to at least 24 months,
with rolling monthly reviews; there are clearly
significant opportunities to still improve the
ROI further.

Whilst global economic conditions remain
uncertain, investment in people and processes
now can both deliver results quickly and
make the difference between staying in
business or closing down in the future.
Business excellence is about being in control
and real control means you can operate
the organisation in a leaner fashion, while
still meeting customer expectations. Being
excellent is now a necessity, not a luxury or
just a plaque on the wall. Excellence will be
the winner in the future and there will be no
going back to the sub-optimal performance
of the past.

Whilst global economic conditions remain uncertain,
investment in people and processes now can both
deliver results quickly and make the difference
between staying in business or closing down in
the future.

About the Author
Mike has over 25 years experience in industry, working for a number of multinational firms. His
strong knowledge of how to effectively re-design and implement key business processes is
supplemented by deep understanding of the food and pharmaceutical industries in particular.
As Managing Partner of Oliver Wight Asia-Pacific, Mike has specialist expertise in strategy
management, product and portfolio management, and Integrated Business Planning.
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Waging Against the

Underworld
I
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f imitation is truly the sincerest form of flattery, then the top executives of the most counterfeited
brands (e.g. Cialis, Apple and Nike) must be blushing profusely. Naturally, they are not, and in
fact, they are going through great pains to stem the tide of piracy.

Triumph of Piracy
But what is it about the counterfeit industry
that makes it so attractive to both suppliers
and consumers alike? The World Trade
Organisation estimated that two per cent of all
world trade is made up of counterfeit goods,
and the value of such products imported into
the US and EU from East Asia is estimated
to be $25bn annually. China is the biggest
culprit, with US Customs claiming that 87
per cent of counterfeits seized originate from
the world’s largest workshop. This claim is
sufficiently backed up by legions of tourists
and locals filling Beijing’s Silk Street Market
daily to gawk at the plethora of pirated goods
on sale.
D e s p i t e t h e re c e n t b l o w s o n h e a v y
crackdowns, piracy is still a lucrative business.
After all, supply chain costs are much
lower, end-to-end delivery is shorter, and
advertising costs are virtually non-existent
(since Nike is already splashing out millions
of dollars in marketing campaigns featuring
the counterfeited Nike shoes they are selling).
Not to mention that customers love the low
prices as well.
Although being a part of the counterfeit
luxury goods industry may seem deceptively
harmless on its own, the issue is much more
detrimental on a larger scale. A majority of the
counterfeit supply chain relies on dangerous
transnational criminal activities masterminded
by underworld gangs, such as the yakuza.
Through their tenacity to succeed at all
costs, the legit supply chain industry seems
to take a back seat in terms of efficiency and
productivity.
The Urgency of Getting to the End
The success of the counterfeit industry relies
on being the first to jump on the bandwagon,
and fast. Premium headphones brand, Beats
by Dr. Dre, is a major hit among discerning
audiophiles, with authentic pairs going for
as much as US$400 each. The underworld
supply chain quickly seized this opportunity
by selling knock-off versions wholesale for as
low as US$70, and shipping them overseas.
With top quality headphones potentially
taking days or weeks to be manufactured and
delivered, counterfeit headphones that are
already sold by the hundreds on the streets
can be appealing.
However, the success of the piracy industry
is not confined to East Asia. According to a
report, a Shenzhen company sold counterfeit
Beats by Dr. Dre to a British businessman,
who transported them to the UK by jet and

With a wide network and access to one another’s
territories, both parties earn a higher profit margin
and a more efficient business operation. It is a winwin situation.
sold them as originals, presumably at a
lower price. Seeing as these counterfeits are
cheaper and have shorter delivery times, it is
hard for customers not to be enticed to buy.
Sometimes it is not enough to just be fast,
but also first in the market. Bootleg copies
of the final Harry Potter movie were on sale
on the streets of Hong Kong before it was
even released in theatres. This was probably
made possible due to movie recordings
sent from overseas counterparts with earlier
screenings, or stolen film reels from the local
movie theatres. The legit supply chain industry
can take a leaf out of the counterfeit industry’s
book by paying more attention to customer
demands and shortening the time for end-toend supply chain.
Collaboration, not Competition
While the industry tends to focus on having
a leg up over its competitors, the underworld
focuses on collaboration to achieve its
objectives. Organised crime syndicates, for
an example, turn to counterfeiting as a lower
risk cash-cow activity compared to narcotics
and human trafficking. The yakuza work
with Russian-organised crime syndicates to
obtain the counterfeit goods and distribute
them globally with the help of other organised
crime syndicates’ distribution channels.
With a wide network and access to one
another’s territories, both parties earn a higher
profit margin and a more efficient business
operation. It is a win-win situation.

Investing in the Right Talent
The underworld industry may employ a large
number of low-paid henchmen, but it is
still important that every branch handles its
operations efficiently and quietly. A mistake
by a low-ranking employee may result in an
arrest, while a disgruntled factory worker
may tip off the police regarding confidential
business details. The consequences can be
disastrous when managing an illegal activity.
Legit organisations should not feel invincible
from a similar catastrophic end if they hire
the wrong person for the job. After all,
Citibank’s reputation was severely at stake
when in 2011, its senior relationship manager
allegedly embezzled US$2m. The supply
chain industry needs to adopt the mindset
that every employee counts.
Trumping the Underworld
While the supply chain sector may not be law
enforcement officers, the industry can work
together and obliterate the piracy industry by
making it obsolete through new cost-efficient
strategies, and cutting-edge solutions.
Even though we do not indulge in criminal
activities, we can ensure that our network
spreads across the globe through profitable
collaborations to strengthen our supply
chain. With investment in innovation, there is
no doubt that the supply chain industry can
outshine the underworld’s operations, and
ultimately, bury this illegal industry.

That is not saying that the supply chain
industry is incapable of working together.
To reduce costs and wastages, Epson, Dell,
HP, Canon, Lexmark and Brother joined
hands for the Ink Cartridge Satogaeri project.
Each company plays a part in ensuring that
used print cartridges are recycled instead
of wasted. The project has been a roaring
success thus far, with up to 7.9 million
cartridges collected and recycled for the
project.
But it is not enough. The supply chain industry
needs to be more proactive in forging new
relations and collaborations, and governments
have to be more supportive by breaking down
barriers and assisting local companies to
venture overseas.
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THE TRUE COST OF COUNTERFEIT

If it can be made, it can be faked. From toothpaste to electronics, counterfeit goods are the most lucrative industry worldwide. Imitation
may not be the sincerest form of flattery, but it definitely is big business.

x2

$20-30bn

$1200bn

$260.7m

estimated economic impact
of faked goods in Canada

$600bn

7%

2011 2015
worldwide value of
counterfeit goods

domestic value of seizures
of fake goods in 2009

of all global trade is in counterfeit goods

So what counterfeit goods are people buying? That seems to depend on the location - the popular products seem to vary from
country to country. Even though the consumers know they are bogus, they still buy them.
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tobacco

cigars

fashion apparel

perfume

sports equipment

pirated films

Chinese counterfeiters create extremely convincing copies of existing products - the city of Yiwu itself is home up to 40,000 wholesale
shops that sell about 100,000 products, up to 90% of which are fake.

79%

of the 14,841 seizures of counterfeit goods
by US Customs and Border Protection were
from China (2009)

73%

of all counterfeit articles seized at Customs in
the European Union were from China (2011)

Top Counterfeit Goods
MICROCHIPS

Fake parts such as microchips
flood the US military networks,
sometimes stripped from ‘80s
computers.

COSMETICS

Procter & Gamble estimates
that counterfeit goods in
China cost it more than 10%
in lost revenue.

FOOTWEAR

Knock-off brands include
Nike, Adidas, Puma and
Reebok with secrets stolen
from nearby factories.

Sources: Better Business Bureau, Shine from Yahoo!, openclipart.org, Wikimedia Commons
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VIAGRA

Viagra is one of the world’s
most faked drugs and can
contain printer ink, drywall,
and amphetamines.

exclusive interviews
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Scott
Gillies

Director, Retail,
Manhattan Associates Asia-Pacific
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Leading the
Omnichannel
Battle

W

ith projected sales of
approximately S$500bn, AsiaPacific is poised to be the
world’s largest e-commerce market
by 2015. The obvious growth of the
e-commerce market is driving many
offline and traditional retailers to embrace
the Internet and dabble in an omnichannel
approach to stay competitive.
But there is no one-size-fits-all solution
to successfully adopt this new strategy,
and retailers do not have the luxury of
time and money to carry out experiments
on their business operations. Manhattan
Associates understands the challenges
of an omnichannel approach, and the
importance of adopting this concept for
the Asia-Pacific market. Mr Scott Gillies,
Director, Retail, Manhattan Associates
Asia-Pacific shares with Supply Chain
Asia his hopes for the region, and
the company’s objective to drive the
omnichannel retail strategy for AsiaPacific.

1) What do you think are the
essential contributing factors that
allowed Manhattan Associates to
establish itself in the region?
Manhattan Associates has had strong
relationships with multinational clients,
international distributors and global
third-party logistics providers, which we
leveraged upon entry into the region.
This helped us to set up offices in
Singapore, Tokyo and Shanghai, as well
as a development centre in Bangalore,
which has now become a critical part
of our global operation. Offices were
also opened in Australia (in Sydney and
Melbourne) to extend our reach into the
broader Asia-Pacific operations. Today,
we serve more than 140 customers with
over 350 sites operating across Asia in a
range of industry verticals.
Initially, we focused our efforts on the
larger retailers and distributors, and
worked closely with these organisations
to optimise and fine-tune their warehouse
management systems and processes.
We then extended our offering to
companies in other industries including
the pharmaceutical, food and grocery
and manufacturing (FMCG) sectors;
we also now assist companies with
their broader distribution management
requirements.
Some of our longer standing clients in
the region include true multinationals
such as Adidas, Samsung and DHL, as
well as regional leaders such as Matahari
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and Multitrend in Indonesia, QKL Stores,
Foton Motor and Sinopharm in China,
Osotspa in Thailand, and Cosmax in
Korea. Some of our more recent clients
include online grocer Redmart.com in
Singapore, retail conglomerate Central
Retail Corporation (including Central
Food Retail - Tops) in Thailand and home
textiles retailer Luolai in China. Redmart.
com is an interesting case as they are
a relatively small but fast-growing startup company. This is a testimony to our
ability to provide solutions to not just
large organisations but also to smaller
enterprises with a regional focus.

2) W h a t m a k e s M a n h a t t a n
Associates’ solutions unique?
Optimisation, productivity improvements
and cost savings are important factors
for our clients. Thus, our objective is
to ensure that all the solutions that we
provide for our clients will boost their
operations to be more efficient and
productive.
Omnichannel though, to a large extent, is
changing the supply chain game. Today,
it is all about creating a superior shopping
experience for the consumer regardless
of the channel used. In-store or online,
mobile or tablet, the consumer is king
and as such, profitable fulfilment is at
the front of mind. Retailers need to know
exactly where their inventory is, to whom
they can make it available and when
it will get there. ‘Available to Promise’
encompasses not only the availability
and whereabouts of the goods, but the
cost of getting it to the right place at the
right time, thus allowing the retailer to
profit and preserve margins. The balance

Today, it is all about creating a superior shopping
experience for the consumer regardless of the
channel used. In-store or online, mobile or tablet,
the consumer is king and as such, profitable
fulfilment is at the front of mind.

between supply and demand, satisfying
customers yet remaining profitable, is the
primary challenge of the omnichannel
era, and where Manhattan Associates is
becoming increasingly focused in terms
of the solutions it is developing and how
it is helping its clients around the world.

3) There is a rising trend of
e-commerce in Asia, complicating
retail and last mile distribution
and inventory management
operations. Being strong in
providing retail solutions, how is
Manhattan Associates evolving to
support your retail and expanded
clientele base in Asia?
The shift towards a true omnichannel
world is certainly gathering momentum
as more consumers in Asia log online
and use their mobiles to shop. More
retailers are also changing the way they
do business in the region. To prove this
point, a recent study by market research
firm GFK found 36 per cent of AsiaPacific consumers expect shops and
services to be available at all times. The
study polled over 37,500 consumers
across 25 countries, with eight of them
in Asia. The findings of the GFK survey
echo the results of IDC’s Retail Insights,
2013, which cites that retailers will look
to enhance their omnichannel strategies,
as more tech-savvy consumers are
demanding convenient, personalised
shopping experiences with products
being available anywhere and anytime.
Manhattan Associates has worked
with multiple retailers across Asia to
evolve their core inventory management,
distribution optimisation, and network
inventory visibility capabilities. Getting
these things right provides the foundation
on which a successful omnichannel retail
strategy can be built. The next step for a
large number of retailers in the region is to

make integrated “bricks and clicks” work
as this will help them remain competitive.
To do this, they must use their supply
chain to get closer to their customers
– closer to their preferences, to their
purchase histories and to their preferred
point of commerce.
Manhattan Associates helps companies
bring customers and products closer
together by closing the gap between two
historically different functions – back-end
performance and efficiency systems
(traditional supply chain) with front-end
sales and commerce systems. As a
result, products can be made available to
customers anywhere they want to shop
in a fast, flexible and affordable way –
ensuring that our retail customers can
increase sales, margins and customer
loyalty.

4) With regards to your operations
in Asia, how does Manhattan
Associates manage the
challenges of talent recruitment?
Since we started our operations in Asia,
we take talent recruitment very seriously.
Our strength lies in the calibre of our
associates and their ability to understand
the needs of our clients and to intelligently
provide consultation and solutions that
best meet their needs.
We hire not only a mixture of technical
and operational people, but also experts
from various countries and cultural
backgrounds. The result is a team
capable of providing best-of-breed
technologies that have both operational
and technical backgrounds to deliver
industry-leading supply chain solutions
and consultancy services. Combining
this diversity with our established global
presence, we were able to leverage
best practices from around the world in
the new markets in Asia, and this has
led us to grow our regional revenues
significantly in the last few years.

5) Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned for
the future of logistics and supply
chain developments in Asia?
Manhattan Associates is experiencing
another strong year in the region, and
our customer service focus and longterm commitment to the region are really
starting to pay dividends. Customers are
realising that supply chain optimisation
is critical to their success, and we are
seeing a strong replacement cycle with
omnichannel impacting many of our
customers’ businesses.
More and more companies are investing
in our supply chain commerce solutions
to allow them to keep pace with their
expanding and changing business
environments, and as we continue to
invest in those solutions (cumulatively,
we have invested over $300m in R&D in
the last six years), we believe we are in
a good position to help them with their
regional challenges in the future.

6) What is your biggest motivation
factor, and what are the goals
that you wish to accomplish?
I started my involvement in supply chain
during my university days at Georgia
Tech while I was studying Industrial and
Systems Engineering. Having “grown up”
within the supply chain space (specifically
within the supply chain software space)
and after 16.5 years with Manhattan
Associates, I am motivated by the
opportunities an efficient and effective
supply chain creates for companies, as
well as their overall business strategy.
My goal is to continue to work with
companies to understand their unique
business and supply chain requirements
by developing industry-leading solutions
to promote operational excellence.
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Logistics Challenges in Asia
1) Changing Consumer Attitudes

2)	Omnichannel and the Future

In Asia and around the world, a new retail
revolution is underway and ‘logistics’
within the new normal means anywhere,
anytime, any way. That is hard to do. The
last retail revolution we witnessed was
about 30 years ago when the science of
retailing was turned on its head by the
first deployments of technology by some
of the world’s leading retailers. However,
the chain of commerce connecting
buyers and sellers is still traditional.

With the introduction of omnichannel,
retailers have the ability to offer a higher
variety of products, and most would not
have typically been stocked in the ‘old
world’. True omnichannel retailers are
looking for a single view of customers
across all channels and a single view of
inventory across the entire supply chain.
Thus, the need arises for companies to
upgrade their technology infrastructure.
We believe supply chain is at the heart of
this retail revolution. Retailers understand
that in order to be competitive, they
need to adopt a customer-centred
omnichannel strategy.

The first groundbreaking global supply
chain was the Silk Road that brought
products from Asia to Europe - products
that Europeans had never seen before.
But when they became aware of the
products and liked them, wars were
fought to control the trade routes for
this ancient supply chain. That could
be framed as the genesis of retail to a
certain extent, and certainly the modern
supply chain. For almost the last 2,000
years, retail and supply chain has been
about retailers putting products in front
of customers – because the closer the
product is to the customer, the more likely
the customer will purchase the product.
Customers shop differently today. They
often look for solutions to a problem
versus a specific product. Increased
access to the Internet has allowed
consumers to be in control and exposed
them to a plethora of options. I think there
is a good opportunity to win over the
loyalty of customers by creating a great
online experience. This is the reason for
so much of the current investment going
into e-commerce/online retail around the
world. There is no room for anonymity in
fulfilling orders today - retailers need to
offer a highly personalised experience.
The opportunities for retailers to make
promises on service levels, products and
product selections are greater than ever.
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Some might say that Asian retailers
are a little behind Western retailers in
embracing the opportunity, hence the
phenomenon of many Western retailers
setting up shop, or at least online
channels, in Asian markets. However,
in some regards, Asian retailers, and
specifically Asian online retailers, have
“jumped the queue” in that they are
providing proliferation of choice via online
and mobile channels to consumers that
would not have existed in traditional
physical stores. The omnichannel
revolution presents some significant
challenges, but it is also provides a oncein-a-generation opportunity to grow and
become more profitable.
A recent report from Forrester Research
revealed that the top five e-commerce
markets in the Asia-Pacific region, led
by China, will soon surpass the online
retail sales of North America and Europe
combined. Online retail sales in the
five-market group, which also includes
Japan, South Korea, India and Australia,
are forecasted to grow from $398bn
this year to $858bn by 2018. This
certainly presents a great opportunity
for Manhattan Associates with a growing
proportion of its business focused on the
online and omnichannel retail areas.

3) Cost Control & Supply Chain
Risk
Other challenges we are seeing include
the continuing focus on cost control. This
challenge is compounded by the rising
cost of labour in Asia. In Thailand for
example, the minimum wage increased
by almost 40 per cent in 2012 whilst
in Malaysia, the government imposed
a minimum wage of RM900 in 2012
(approximately US$290), driving a 40
to 90 per cent increase in labour costs.
We also see increased supply chain
risk, which calls for better contingency
planning, greater agility in the supply
chain and wider use of technology. An
organisation’s supply chain operates
within an increasingly complex and
dynamic world, but can become a key
source of competitive advantage, as
well as an enabler for business growth,
if managed correctly. Supply chains
are required to be increasingly flexible,
scalable and agile to address more
and more specific market requirements
across the ever-growing number of
channels. This is essential to ensure
companies can maximise sales at every
opportunity, make their extended supply
chains as efficient as possible and protect
the organisation’s brand equity.

Omni-channel choices for them...

...mean omni-channel challenges
for your supply chain.
You need a partner that helps you win at both.
Delivering customer satisfaction while harnessing supply chain
complexity is the key to winning in today’s omni-channel world.
Manhattan Associates is your proven partner in platform-based
solutions designed to deliver on the what, when, where choices
your customers expect.
Call: +65 6306 3600
Visit: www.manh.sg
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We always aim for the ‘A’ players. Basically, this
means when someone of high-calibre joins the
team, it rubs off on the others and inspires the
other employees to either raise their work rate,
or leave the company.
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.j farrell

Chief Executive Officer of Kewill

E

very month we read of new articles and conference lectures on the gamechanging trends in Asia-Pacific faced by supply chain companies and
professionals. One of the recent highlights is that more US manufacturers are
considering relocating to Mexico. Proponents of nearshoring cite lower freight costs,
lower inventory costs, and accelerated speed-to-market. What does that mean for
the logistics industry in Asia-Pacific?
Mr. Robert J. Farrell, Chief Executive Officer of Kewill, believes opportunities in the
region are still vast, and is confident that the company will continue to expand its
presence in Asia-Pacific. Supply Chain Asia is honoured to meet Mr Farrell during
his visit to Singapore, and he shared with us his strategy for the region, and unique
management style since joining the company in 2012.

Marching on the
Asian Shores

to assist with customs declaration,
independent of how many boundaries
or countries the products need to cross.

2) With the rising labour cost
in some parts of Asia, more
companies are increasingly
considering nearshoring. Do you
see an opportunity in that trend?
1) Kewill has established a
prominent base in Asia-Pacific
with six offices in the region. What
are the unique key opportunities
available in Asia-Pacific?
Over the past approximately 20 years,
we have been strengthening our base in
the region by establishing direct presence
and securing key acquisitions.
The Asia-Pacific region provides Kewill
with a number of opportunities. Firstly,
most of the world’s products are made in
the Asia-Pacific. Getting these products
into the hands of the consumers,
businesses and manufacturers around
the world is not an easy task. At Kewill,
we aim to address both the needs of the
logistics provider community and the
direct shippers community to tackle this
challenge.
Secondly, if you look at the spending
power of Asia-Pacific, companies need
smarter supply chain solutions to get
their products into the hands of the
ever-growing middle class. This growing
trend is also attracting immense attention
from e-commerce companies, such as
Amazon and Zappos. I believe there
will be plenty of opportunities for us as
e-commerce becomes more prevalent in
the Asian market.

Sure, there is definitely a trend of
companies considering the idea of
nearshoring. I believe that even if
companies opt to shift their plants to the
US or Europe, this will still represent a
host of benefits for Kewill.
For example, an increase in the trend
of nearshoring means that there is a
need for global players to effectively
transport raw materials from various
points in the world (instead of just AsiaPacific) to an assembly point. Depending
on the products, this may be a more
complicated set-up. At Kewill, we aim
to offer smart solutions to our clients to
address these challenges, whether they
decide to implement nearshoring or not.

3) What is Kewill’s strategy for the
Asia-Pacific region?
In Asia-Pacific, we aim to further
penetrate our existing customer base
(about 500 customers) by providing
effective multimodal transportation
solutions including order management,
customs, transportation management,
warehouse management and freight
forwarding solutions. Many of these
solutions have been customised for the
region. An additional and differentiating
component of our platform also gives
organisations visibility over their supply
chain which allows for adjustments
in real-time according to the current
business conditions. When it comes
to providing customs solutions, Kewill
CustomsXchange (KCX) is well designed

Additionally, our recent acquisition of
FourSoft in India has given us a significant
presence and stronghold to directly grow
our business in India, along with a stateof-the-art development centre. To sum
it up, we are dedicated to growing our
business in Asia-Pacific through further
penetration of our existing customer base
and acquisition of new customers
We are targeting to grow organically at
a certain rate, and at the same time,
accelerate our growth through acquiring
companies that have a presence in
specific markets that we are not a part
of yet, or have specific technologies that
allow us to further expand our services
to our customers.

4) One of the benefits of using
the Kewill MOVE platform is to
accelerate customs processes
for clients. With the upcoming
ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC) 2015 aiming to standardise
customs procedures, do you see
major tweaks to the Kewill MOVE
platform to cater to clients in the
region?
Firstly, I think the scope of AEC 2015 may
not necessarily extend to standardising
customs procedures and policies. Look
at the EU as an example. Despite the
deep economic unity of the region,
each country still has its own specific
set of customs procedures. As such,
we will continue to evolve our product
roadmap to reflect the market and
political changes.
In general, I see the upcoming AEC
2015 as another opportunity to expand
our product growth. KCX is an effective
solution when it comes to managing
customs in the EU. Naturally, the
solution has to be specifically tweaked
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for the ASEAN market. We are currently
working closely with the Singapore
Customs, as well as other customs in
the region, and we are confident that
our services will continue to be relevant
and highly recommended even after the
implementation of AEC 2015.

5) Do you believe there
is sufficient technology and
innovation adoption in the supply
chain sector in Asia?
To be frank, I do not believe there is even
sufficient technology and innovation
adoption in the supply chain sector
across the globe. We operate in a market
segment that is increasing in complexity
and that demands leading solutions
to facilitate compliance, operative
advantage and increased ability to
compete.
But not everyone is using technology
efficiently, and technology has to be
more innovative to handle the changing
market conditions. Sure, we have come
a long way when it comes to technology
advancements, but I believe more needs
to be done.
Companies that are the first to innovate
and implement effective solutions will win.
One of the ways Kewill addresses current
challenges is to ensure that we have high
domain expertise around everything to do
with multimodal transportation solutions.
If you look around the company, most
of our employees have intensive
industry background, and are armed
with specific skillsets and experience
dealing with forwarding or transportation
management.

6) Hiring the right talent is
important to ensure success. Do
you see talent recruitment a key
issue in the industry? Why or why
not?
It is common to read about new
graduates being enamoured by popular
technology companies, such as Google
and Facebook. However, when we speak
to graduates or potential employees, we
see plenty of interest and desire among
people to join the supply chain industry
as well. It is clear to them that the sector
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is growing and they can benefit from it.
For Kewill, we need to ensure that we
compete for the right talent. It is hard
because it is a highly competitive market,
but we always aim for the ‘A’ players.
Basically, this means when someone
of high-calibre joins the team, it rubs
off on the others and inspires the other
employees to either raise their work rate,
or leave the company. With this strategy,
you will continue to get a group of smart,
high-quality players.
We also try to be creative in our hiring
process, but it is a challenge. This is
when acquisitions come in handy. When
you acquire a good company, it means
one is instantly expanding their talent
pool.

7) Can you share with us your
management style in Kewill?
We have a very inclusive working
environment in Kewill. One method
of engaging employees is setting up
mechanisms to allow for feedback. As the
CEO, I often walk around the company
stopping at employees’ desks to talk to
them to get their ideas and feedback on
how we are doing. There is no better
way to empower employees than by
listening to them and reflecting what
they tell you through daily management
of the company. I also make an effort to
be part of lower-level meetings, and work
with employees who are currently going
through challenges in their respective
projects.
My style is also very action-oriented. I
do not agree with monthly meetings if
there are no clear actionable objectives.
The company has become very actionoriented by using this management style.

8) With the rise of innovative
technologies, such as 3D printing
and drone deliveries, do you
foresee significant challenges in
the future of supply chain?
I think it will definitely pose a challenge,
but a challenge to embrace and leverage.
In the end, there will still be a need to
move materials from one location to the
other. I think the middlemen could evolve,
according to the different sectors, but it is

still early days. There is still so much we
have yet to explore and understand what
it means to manufacture products right
at your doorstep. When the time comes,
we need to be ready with the right
technology to effectively address this.

9) Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned for
the future of supply chain and
logistics in Asia?
I am hopeful that the economy will
continue to improve on a macro
basis, in particular the GDP growth of
Asian countries. This will create a lot
of opportunities for B2B and B2C. I
believe Asian countries and companies
will continue to innovate to achieve a
competitive edge.
If I have to state a concern for the
region, it would be the effects of political
barriers, which could hamper business
opportunities. In general, this region
gives me more hope and excitement
than concern.

10) Can you share with our
readers what you do for fun and
leisure?
As the CEO of Kewill, my leisure time
is quite limited. With offices in North
America, Europe and Asia, there is never
a time when there is nothing going on.
Although my leisure time is limited, I
am an avid runner, so I tend to start my
day with a run. I just ran a marathon
in Philadelphia, and it was my second
marathon in five weeks. I think many
executives have a certain desire to stay
fit and sharp so that we can afford to live
a hectic lifestyle.
In addition to running, I spend my free
time with my family, including my two
sons. Despite the fact that I travel all
the time for business purposes, I still
like to travel during my leisure time with
my family. We love exploring new cities
on foot, taking in the architecture and
culture. There was even a time when we
walked 12 miles in one day exploring
a city.

Control Towers – A Bird’s Eye View?

The global supply chain continues to change and grow, making visibility and agility more difficult. The rate at which data is created
and shared continues to accelerate, and knowing what data matters becomes ever more difficult. Businesses are increasingly
finding that they need a way to improve clarity and gain a better understanding of critical information to make the right decisions
and become more agile across all aspects of supply chain execution.
A much talked about topic on visibility among supply chain businesses is the control tower concept – an elevated, all-round view
of critical data covering the entire supply chain, end-to-end. So what is a control tower in supply chain terms?
At its most basic level, a control tower involves gathering and collating data on all orders, shipments, inventory, and status, both
from an organisation’s own internal systems and from those of its supply chain partners. Once aggregated, this stream of real-time
data can then be fed into other enterprise systems and supply chain execution solutions, providing global visibility and triggering
a pre-defined work-flow of alerts and reporting.
The concept has been around for some time, but many organisations have struggled to implement control towers in practice and
realise the benefits. Kewill has utilised its supply chain execution expertise, in particular around integration, to launch a control
tower visibility solution focused on delivering real value to our customers. Of key importance to LSP customers, the software
facilitates a move to a more flexible, customer- focused business model rather than managing shipments around general standard
operating procedures.

Currently in use by shippers and logistics service providers globally, the Kewill solution delivers a range
of key benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Enables end-to-end shipment tracking
Automates SLA tracking and response
Provides a self-service system for customers (e.g. web-booking, document repository)
Provides an early warning system, identifying where KPI’s have failed to be met
Automated responses enable proactive exception handling - management by exception

Linking up with multiple supply chain partners is resource-heavy and complex if one does not have the right technology in place.
Supply chain execution software such as Kewill’s Control Tower helps create visibility over a number of disparate systems, in-house
and those of partners, enabling targeted focusing of key company resources on growing the business.
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Todd Handcock
Asia Pacific CEO of Tag Worldwide
and Williams Lea

Tagging the World

R

apid growth in Asia is a magnet
for companies across the region
looking to capitalise on changes
in the region. Marketers are engaging
millions of new consumers, and seizing
opportunities rapidly is vital. Mr Todd
Handcock, Asia-Pacific CEO of Tag
Worldwide and Williams Lea, explains
how hidden efficiencies in the marketing
supply chain hold the key to unlocking
success.

1) Can you share with our readers
your current role? How long
have you been working for the
company?
I joined Williams Lea and Tag Worldwide
in September 2012 as Asia-Pacific
CEO for both companies. It has been
an exciting time to join the business
as we acquired Tag two years ago and
have now fully integrated it with Williams
Lea Marketing Services under the “Tag”
brand.
This brings clients an exciting new value
proposition to drive increased efficiency
across the marketing supply chain,
from adaptation and transcreation to
production, and print sourcing. This has
not really been seen in the market before,
and certainly not in Asia.
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2) Essentially, Tag Worldwide
is about implementing brand
communications. How do
fulfilment services fall under the
company’s vision?
Tr a d i t i o n a l l y, t h e m a r k e t i n g a n d
procurement functions have lived
separate lives, but we are increasingly
seeing this change. The need to increase
speed to market and effective use of
budgets means that procurement needs
to bridge the gap with marketing to
ensure they work together to unlock new
marketing supply chain efficiencies that
benefit both sides.
In Asia, you see a diverse, fragmented
landscape of suppliers in the fulfilment
space and we provide a way to address
that across the region,
under one roof, coupled
with print management
and adaptation to ensure
marketing messages are
culturally adapted for each
market, in every language,
in every medium to ensure
reduction of global agency
fees and control brand
assets.

3) How important does the role of
supply chain and logistics play in
a company with a strong focus in
marketing?
From our experience, in a fast growing
re g i o n l i k e A s i a , m a r k e t i n g a n d
procurement have three fundamental
challenges that they need to address
to increase marketing efficiency. These
challenges are speed to market, cost
efficiency and brand control. You need
to ensure that the materials are in the
right place at the right time to effectively
seize opportunities. We see a lot of
potential in taking an integrated approach
to execution and delivery by bringing
together those elements under one roof.

4) Outsourcing is one of the
common strategies employed by
companies to cut costs. Naturally,
supply chain and logistics play a
big role in this strategy. Do you
see outsourcing to continue to
be an important strategy in Asia?
I think what we are seeing is an increased
emphasis on focusing of core business
functions to ensure you are delivering
the best service or product that you can.
Working with outside partners in non-core
functions can help leverage expertise
and scope while taking advantage of
economies of scale to reduce costs. In
Asia, working with a company with an
established, coordinated reach across
the region is doubly important as it helps
overcome barriers that might otherwise
slow down delivery in certain markets if
handled internally.

5) What unique opportunities
do you see for your company in
Asia?
What Tag Worldwide provides is truly
unique in the marketing arena. Combining
adaptation, print procurement and
distribution, no one else can take care
of that end-to-end all the way down the
marketing supply chain.
By decoupling creatives from production,
we enable companies to more efficiently
manage and deliver marketing campaigns
on a region-wide basis. This then enables
marketers to focus on strategy and
growing their business, and not worrying
about the tactical elements of execution.

6) What is your strategy in talent
management?
We are a fast-paced growing business,
and with that growth it is important for
us to ensure we can provide career
progression and opportunities to our
employees. We have recently hired a
Global Talent Manager who is located in
Asia. We are now putting in a formalised
programme to identify talent, develop
and fast track their careers as well as
link this to our future growth and critical
focus areas for the future. By doing this
we can set out career paths and provide
valuable project and stretch assignments
as part of the development program
including secondments within our global
businesses. This is an exciting time for
our people as we transform our business
and our industry.

7) In relation to talent
management, do you see a gap
in this area in Asia?
Talent in Asia has grown significantly
over the last few years. We have a good
mix of well-educated and highly skilled
people with growing numbers that have
international training and experiences.
This is starting to bring a great dynamic
into the region and over the next few
years will continue to grow.

8) Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned for the
development of Asia?
We have a very positive view of the
future development of the region, not
only for our business but also for our
clients. There are still major opportunities
emerging as local markets continue
to develop, and this will increasingly
require brands to work more efficiently
and intelligently across their business
to maximise their results. There is a
significant untapped potential to help
drive efficiencies within our customers
marketing supply chains.

9) What does the future hold for
Tag Worldwide and Williams Lea?
Previously, Tag has primarily grown
through word of mouth, but we are
increasing our visibility in the region
through some key sponsorships, events
and thought leadership. We intend to
help procurement leaders and marketers
in Asia better understand the hidden
potential waiting to be unlocked in their
marketing supply chains.

By decoupling creatives from production, we
enable companies to more efficiently manage
and deliver marketing campaigns on a regionwide basis.
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I think we are the largest supply chain services
player in the region in terms of country spread,
as well as the number of sectors, employees,
revenue, and sites we have.
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CEO OF DHL SUPPLY CHAIN

here is plenty you can learn about a person just by being in his
workspace. As the Supply Chain Asia team stepped into the office of Mr.
Paul Graham, CEO (Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa) of DHL Supply
Chain, what first caught our eyes were the rows of photographs proudly
displayed on a nearby table. There were images of his travels, his family, and,
of course, his employees and team members in DHL. It is obvious that he is
a man who values people over all else, and this particular characteristic of
his truly shines throughout the interview.
With over 25 years of experience in all facets of the industry, the Belfastborn CEO began his career in the logistics industry in 1980, and has spent
a significant part of his career working in Asia-Pacific. In this interview, Mr.
Graham shared his thoughts on the main challenges faced by the company,
and his ambition on attracting talent to the industry as well as growing the
employees.

A Heart for Talent
1) Can you share with our readers
DHL’s Supply Chain operations
in Asia, the current business
structure, as well as the largest
and most profitable operations?
Since 2012 we have been responsible for
the Asia-Pacific, Middle East and Africa
regions from our Singapore Regional
Office, which is unusual since the Middle
East and Africa operations are usually
run from the European office for most
competitors. But I believe this greater
responsibility shows that we have been
recognised for the successes we have
achieved in the Asia-Pacific region and
we are now tasked with bringing this
experience in to grow our Middle East
and African business
Our operations are divided into four
sub-regions: North Asia, South, South
Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Africa,
and South Pacific. The market of each
sub-region is large and approximately
of the same size. This ensures that each
market provides us with similar levels
of revenue and profitability. To give an
example, if the automotive industry
plummets in North Asia, we will still
thrive because of our strength in the
other sectors in that sub region, and
we would still have strong automotive
portfolios in the other sub-regions.
We have consciously built a diversified
portfolio across the region and within
the sub regions and countries to give us
this balance.
In terms of our business mix, we
have approximately 45 per cent in
warehousing, 43 per cent in transport,
and the rest in value-added services.

2) How do you view DHL’s
position in relation to global
players, such as FedEx & UPS?
I think we are the largest supply chain
services player in the region in terms of
country spread, as well as the number
of sectors, employees, revenue, and
sites we have. Sure, there are large
competitors in standalone countries,
such as Japan and Australia. But when
it comes to the region as a whole, I
believe we are the biggest. But it’s not
about being the biggest it’s about being
the best.

We don’t spend a lot of time discussing
our competitors in the business. Our
biggest challenge is ourselves and the
targets and expectations we have of
our own business. DHL Supply Chain
has a lot of things going for us. We have
an extremely positive brand reputation,
a strong balance sheet, and a great
team. So instead of focusing on our
competitors, we spend our time focusing
on the needs of our customers, and
executing our business plan.

3) What are the major challenges
DHL is facing now?
I think DHL Supply Chain is currently
facing three main challenges in this
region. Firstly, we need to manage the
high level of complexity in Asia-Pacific.
While we are glad that customers
are increasingly looking to outsource,
the business requirements are more
complex now due to the different levels
of technology requirements, solutions
and skillsets.
Secondly, there is a massive lack of
talent. For example, we are hiring
thousands of people every year, with 10
per cent of them based on management
positions. Where do we get hundreds
of managers every year especially in
developing markets with the prerequisite
supply chain skills? We need to have
more people who are capable in solutions
design and operations execution as we
are a fast growing business and we are
finding this increasingly challenging.
Finally, the infrastructure is another
major hurdle. It is just not keeping up
with skyrocketing business demands,
particularly in developing markets, such
as India and Indonesia. If countries are
to improve supply chain efficiency they
need to invest in infrastructure to support
business growth.
Fortunately from our own infrastructure
development perspective, we have one
of the largest industrial footprints in Asia;
we control 26 million square feet of real
estate that allows us to keep investing in
new models and solutions, and ensure
we have access to the quality facilities
we need where and when we need them.

4) With the rise of innovative
technologies, such as 3D printing
and drone deliveries, do you
foresee significant challenges in
the future of supply chain?
The real challenge behind investing
in innovative technologies in AsiaPacific is the extreme polarity of market
developments. The region is made up
of mature markets, such as Japan,
Singapore, and Hong Kong, as well
as developing markets that are at the
very beginning of the maturity curve.
Our Solutions and Innovations team in
Germany has already been testing a
range of new technologies from drones
to augmented reality tools, but we have
a long way to go before we see some of
these technologies making a significant
impact on this region especially in
developing markets. However we
continue to invest globally and within this
region. What DHL Supply Chain needs
to do is figure out how these innovative
technologies fit in with our business
portfolio. If we see it occupying 20 per
cent of our business in five years, then
we need to understand what investments
we need to make now and get on with it.
I think 3D printing could have a significant
impact but it will take a number of years
before we know this. Instead of shipping,
customers will have the opportunity to
get their items locally. I can imagine a
scenario where there will be a 3D printer
in each local convenience outlet, and
customers will just need to head to the
nearest store, and pay to print their items
there. That could very possibly be another
revenue stream for the convenience store
and DHL in this market. So if 3D printers
do take off, I do not see any reason
why DHL Supply Chain should not be
managing 3D printing in these stores and
providing a range of services to support.

5) At the end of 2012, AsiaPacific accounted for 32 per cent
of the world’s total e-commerce
sales. How is DHL Supply Chain
meeting the growing needs of the
e-commerce sector?
We provide a variety of e-commerce
solutions through our existing warehouse
capabilities. We currently manage many
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retail fulfilment centers and e-commerce
fulfilment from the same warehouse;
we also offer e-commerce solutions for
developing markets combining the best
of our Express business and Supply
Chain solutions. For markets like India,
we see huge demand building and we
can provide either basic solutions or very
sophisticated ones depending on what
niche the customer wants to own.
The key quality that our e-commerce
customers want is flexibility. They do
not want to commit to a specific space.
Although that challenges our traditional
supply chain model, we have the expertise
to create new models that prioritise
flexibility for customers. For example,
our fully automated Autostore Facility
in Singapore is currently dedicated to a
single customer, but we have invested
significantly in multi-user space across
the region with over 23 new builds in
2013 alone, so we could leverage these
spaces and create multi user versions
of Autostore in markets with high labour
and land costs, which would deliver
flexibility for e-commerce in a very cost
-effective way.
However the real challenge in developing
markets is still infrastructure and market
maturity Compare that with Japan, which
has a sophisticated structure and service
and e-commerce culture. To meet our
customer’s requirement there, we have
invested heavily in systems, last mile
visibility and also linking our technology
with the customers front-end systems
and linking back through social media or
other channels.
We also have one of the world’s most
sophisticated e-commerce platforms in
Germany where we can leverage ideas
and know-how and see what trends may
come to Asia or how we can develop our
own unique solutions.

6) How will the upcoming ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC)
2015 affect DHL’s operation
strategies in the region in terms
of compliance issues?
We position ourselves as world leaders
when it comes to managing compliance
in supply chain. We have experienced
team members that are truly dedicated in
managing matters relating to compliance,
so this will definitely give our company an
edge in that aspect.
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But our customers are also seeking
our expertise on how AEC 2015 will
impact their business operations. For
example, the automotive industry is
currently strong in Thailand. Does this
mean automotive companies should
further scale their business in Thailand,
or invest less in Thailand because there
are other markets like Indonesia which
could provide similar levels of capability?
In my opinion, the automotive cluster in
Thailand is quite embedded. This does
create a challenge for them to look at
investment elsewhere and although
Indonesia in terms of population size is
certainly a potential next player I don’t
envisage any sudden shifts.
Most of our customers are adopting a
wait-and-see approach when it comes
to AEC 2015. We do not foresee an
immediate transition to paperless
documentation, and it is hard to imagine
countries completely removing barriers
to allow a free flow of goods. I think
it will take two to three years before
we become truly comfortable with the
idea of a free market. I am, however,
confident of the free flow of goods from
Singapore to Malaysia. Due to the recent
restrictions on labour and difficulties in
acquiring real estate, setting up a lowend supply chain business in Singapore
is becoming less attractive. Going across
the causeway is becoming a more viable
option and we are investing heavily to
build more capability there to provide
our customers with the lower cost option
whilst maintaining high value services and
solutions within Singapore.

7) What are your people
management strategies in DHL
Supply Chain? Do you have any
issues in recruiting, retaining and
growing your employees?
Developing our employees, talking with
them and building their career paths are
a major executive focus in our business.
We are growing rapidly, so it makes it
easier for us to accelerate the career of
our employees and give them multiple
development opportunities, which is a
good position to be in. However, we
do face different challenges in different
markets.
In mature markets attracting talent can
be more straightforward as the industry
of supply chain is widely recognised with
government and educational support
as well as industry support; more
people want careers in logistics. But in

developing markets, supply chain is not
yet part of the main university or technical
college curriculums and so it is not seen
as a clear industry career path compared
with other sectors such as banking,
technology and consulting.
To tackle this challenge, we work with
universities and technical colleges to
sponsor supply chain courses. We have
197 graduates involved in our three-year
graduate programme. We also invest
in job fairs in different markets. For
example, we have our own booth in the
annual job fairs for university graduates
in key US universities that particularly
recruit Chinese and other Asian nationals
returning to the region and who are
interested in a career in logistics.
We are also striving to recruit more
women to work in the industry here in
Asia. As an example, in India, we worked
with a client to employ women in our
warehouses who reside in a nearby
village - women who had limited options
to find jobs that could help them support
their families. To do this we needed to
work with the community to plan unique
working hours that allowed these women
the flexibility to work around the care of
their children. We also had to provide
the necessary security and facilities to
make it practically possible for them to
come to work. It may seem like a lot of
effort, but it pays off, we have 60 women
working in that facility, and it is one of the
first in India to have women comprise a
significant part of the workforce. We try to
make our working environment attractive
for women to join us because they bring
onboard important skillsets for us and
it also helps sustain and grow the local
community and the family.
It does take more than just offering
a decent market linked salary. We
are genuine about our commitment
to taking care of our employees and
their families. We provide education
bursaries, work within local communities
on community projects and contribute
to the local environments in which we
work. Of course it becomes a win-win
for everyone. By winning the hearts
and minds of our employees, that extra
productivity boost and service factor from
them helps us continue to grow and we
all benefit from that.
But I believe that in order to attract people
to our industry anywhere in the world, we
need to make an emotional connection,
and help employees realise that they are

playing an important role in the global
economy. Those working in warehouses
sometimes do not realise that they may
be helping to save someone’s life by
packing and delivering medicines on
time or delighting a child on its birthday
by ensuring their present was picked and
shipped properly. We are an essential
part of everyday life and we need to keep
telling our employees that.

8) Is there anything that you are
hopeful or concerned about on
the developments in Asia?
We have noticed a slowdown in some
markets, compared to the exponential
growth that we have experienced over
the past 10 years. The growth of the
region has stabilised to normal levels
and is something we have been able
to factor into our overall strategy. Some
markets, such as China, have developed
into more mature markets and we still see
many interesting opportunities across the
emerging markets. So I do not think a
slowdown represents a concern for Asia,
I think our clients simply need to adjust
their investment criteria.
We see a change in mindset happening,
where many companies are looking
to create a sustainable supply chain
foundation to carry out a long-term
strategy in Asia. Customers, who
previously may have felt our solutions
were too sophisticated or costly for them
are now working with us, recognising
that quality and consistency, have a real
value and they need a strategic partner
to ensure their long term success, not
just a transactional service to deliver this
year’s results.

9) Can you share with our readers
what you do for leisure?
I love to play sports, read and relax
during my leisure time. Since my children
have grown up now, my wife and I are
making plans for more travel. I also like
buying art and occasionally dabble at
painting. I think it is important to have a
creative outlet away from the hurly burly
of business.

CREATING MEANINGFUL CAREERS IN LOGISTICS
Mr Wasis Pramono started his career with DHL Supply Chain as Warehouse Supervisor
in 2004. He was originally attracted to DHL because it was a leading global brand
and a company he felt would offer him more opportunities to develop whilst providing
him with meaningful work. In the 10 years since, Mr Pramono has handled 5 different
key operational positions and he is now the Senior Operation Manager for one of DHL
Supply Chain’s biggest consumer multi-national companies located in Surabaya. It
is a role which requires a strong operational background, excellent people skills and
great communications - all of which he has honed on the job since 2004.
“Right from the start they taught me not only what to do, but my supervisors gave
me the “why” behind what I was doing and expected to achieve. This makes it easy
to understand where I fit and how I could develop”.
For Mr Pramono, DHL Supply Chain’s culture of employee involvement and focus on
continuous development of their employees has been essential in his career growth.
This development does not only focus on the day-to-day skills required for the job,
but through DHL Supply Chain Indonesia’s mentoring programme, he was given the
opportunity to learn about the company’s global logistics expertise and strategy, as well
as apply these to help him reach his professional goals. He credits the collaboration
and open communication between him and his mentor as a key factor for the success
of the programme.
“The opportunities at DHL Supply Chain for learning and development are limitless”
says Mr Pramono, “but most importantly, I was given the support to focus on this
development with the guidance to make sure I made the most of it, so we always had
a picture of what would be the next step for me.”
Personally, Mr Pramono enjoys better job security and satisfaction and adds that he
has been able to plan a clear vision for the future of his family with a strong financial
foundation.
Mr Wasis Pramono
the Senior Operation Manager
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Software, Consultancy and Services for Global Trade and Supply Chain Management
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revolutionary ideas

InnovATioN

Challenges & Opportunities
in The Great Industrial Transfer
Contributed by Chris Lee, Regional Industry Manager for Manufacturing, Autodesk, ASEAN

W

e are currently in the midst of
“The Great Industrial Transfer” – a
phenomenon where sections of
manufacturing are increasingly moving to
newer emerging markets in the region that
offer lower-cost options. At the same time,
volatility in the world economy is being felt
keenly by manufacturers in the region, with
growing pressure to be globally competitive.
Manufacturers will realise that it may no longer
be sustainable for them to compete solely on
price. The democratisation of technologies
has led to a new regional marketplace with a
rising consumer class demanding localised,
customised and high-quality products.
Changes in fabrication processes and the
“consumerisation” of design have enabled
the creation of customised products that are
not only reasonably priced, but often more
innovative and impactful.

With this philosophy, the smart factory of the
future is born, whereby premium and efficient
class motors, pumps and compressors, all
requiring low voltage drives, will be an integral
part of the factory. According to a recent
Frost and Sullivan report on ‘Manufacturing
Industry in ASEAN’, manufacturers can look
towards achieving a 10 per cent decrease in
production time; 30 per cent savings in project
cost; 20 per cent reduction in manual labour;
as well as reduced CO2 emissions.

Chris Lee, Regional Industry
Manager for Manufacturing,
Autodesk, ASEAN

The democratisation of
technologies has led to a
new regional marketplace
with a rising consumer
class demanding
localised, customised and
high-quality products.

There is hence a need for manufacturers
to seek out an end-to-end approach
that comprises design software to create
configurable products, a data management
solution for optimising investment in that
data, and industry-specific solutions tailored
to meet business challenges. This can be
complemented by a lean approach to the
manufacturing process, using software tools
that enable all stakeholders to share the same
data and production view – this approach
is embodied by the agile manufacturing
philosophy.
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Three Technology Levers for Agile Manufacturing Adoption

Adopting an agile manufacturing philosophy means that manufacturing processes are focused on meeting the needs of
customers while maintaining high standards of quality and controlling the overall costs involved in production.
There are three technology levers for agile manufacturing adoption today: (1) digital prototyping, (2) cloud-based
integrated systems, and (3) mass customisation and configuration.

Digital Prototyping
Digital prototyping enables manufacturing
workgroups to develop a single digital
model, which can be used in every stage
of production—bridging the gaps that
usually exist between conceptual design,
engineering, and manufacturing teams. This
single digital model simulates the complete
product and gives engineers the ability
to better design, visualise, and simulate
their product with less reliance on costly
physical prototypes—thereby improving
time-to-market, and increasing competitive
advantage.

Cloud-Based Integrated Systems
To make digital prototyping solutions more feasible, a flexible, cost-effective, and collaborative
management solution is required. This is what Cloud brings. The Cloud is a single point of
access for everything designers, engineers, and manufacturers need to get their jobs done
from anywhere, at any time, from any device. The actual game-changing element of cloudbased technologies comes from leveraging it to target a set of pervasive customer challenges
and workflows.

Mass Customisation and
Configuration
E ff e c t i v e l y m e e t i n g c u s t o m e r
demands with tailored products
and services that are user-centric
have never been easier than before.
Solutions like Digital Prototyping
and Additive Manufacturing drive
greater innovation, differentiated
go-to-market and customer-oriented
output.
Manufacturers now have access to
solutions that provide the ability to
develop processes that push them
ahead of the market and powerfully
build business. With next-generation
solutions, companies can launch
high-quality products at a much
faster rate, enabling market growth.

With digital prototyping and cloud-based integrated systems in place, manufacturers can
effectively tailor products and services according to customer demands – driving greater
innovation, differentiated go-to-market and customer-oriented output easier than before.

Taking the First step
Forward-thinking manufacturers who have
started to adopt agile manufacturing include
the likes of Hirata Corporation of Japan,
and the results have proved heartening.
Mr Yuji Nonaka, chief of the engineering
department at Hirata Corporation, which
provides factory production equipment to the
automotive, semiconductor and consumer
electronics industries, hailed the adoption of
3D prototyping solutions.
“Using a 3D model avoids misunderstanding
and improves sharing. In fact, we have been
able to reduce review meeting times, and now
we spend less than half of what we used to
spend and have saved a lot of travel expenses
for overseas projects,” said Mr Nonaka.
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The Future of Making Things
Thanks to the radical changes underway in manufacturing and supply chain processes,
nearly anyone with an idea can turn concepts into reality overnight and scale globally.
Accelerating technology is finally meeting the demands of the creative process, and
enabling innovation.
Manufacturers find themselves in the midst of a new industrial revolution that places
a premium on the ability to design and engineer products that are both beautiful and
functional. As opposed to manufacturing happening for the entire world concentrated
in one hot spot, the trend is that we are going to witness a more distributed model.
The future of making things that have a profound impact on the world is here—today.
There is no better time than now to be equipped with a smart, agile plan of attack.
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A Programme by Supply Chain Asia Academy, the training arm of Supply Chain Asia
Supported by Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA)
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Strategy

conquering challenges

Global Sourcing:
Underestimating Quality Risks
Contributed by Kurt Schumacher, Member of the Managing Board, TÜV SÜD Chemie Service

F

or companies in the chemical and
process industries, reducing the cost
of materials is one of the essential
strategies to stay competitive. Known as
‘global sourcing’, medium-sized enterprises
are increasingly joining large multinationals
in engaging in procurement management
at international level, to identify lower-cost
sources. The construction of world-scale
plants, for example, is moving over to
emerging markets, a trend accompanied
by increasingly networked international
supply chains. Manufacturers purchase plant
components – including process-engineering
equipment and pressure vessels for the
European market – at attractive prices in,
say, India. Conversely, complex high-tech
equipment, such as process-engineering
devices made of special materials or processcontrol systems, are imported to the Asian
market from countries such as Germany.
While the share of third-party costs in revenue
has been rising for years and numerous
studies have raised awareness of sustainable
purchasing, practice shows that there is a
common trend towards “Best Cost Sourcing”,
which can involve considerable risk factors.
Globally sourced products do not always
reliably fulfil the relevant legal, regulatory
and standard requirements in the country
of destination. Ultimately, quality or delivery
issues may use up the forecast savings. When
quality-assurance aspects are not examined
individually and in detail but only across the
board, opportunities and risks may become
distorted. A one-sided focus on purchasing
prices may consequently become expensive;
all the more if extensive rework becomes
necessary in a country with high labour costs
before a plant or piece of equipment can be
placed into service.
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Against this backdrop, a more strategic
approach to global sourcing activities by
purchasing departments makes good sense.
Such an approach must include all relevant
types of costs, such as investment costs, life
cycle costs and total cost of ownership, in
the purchase decision. To do so successfully,
quality assurance along the supply chain must
cover the entire manufacturing process up to
shipping from the country of manufacture.
The devil is frequently in the detail when
problems arise later on. In these cases,
statutory and singular tests will not be enough
to identify and eliminate critical issues before
they turn into problems. Furthermore, many
purchasing experts underestimate supply
chain dynamism, which renders adequate
process design next to impossible without indepth familiarity with the local market situation
in the country of origin.

Kurt Schumacher, Member of the
Managing Board, TÜV SÜD Chemie
Service
Given this, a systematic and complete
purchasing strategy that extends along the
entire supply chain is of critical importance.
This strategy must consider economic
and technical aspects, but also supplier
re l a t i o n s h i p m a n a g e m e n t , i n c l u d i n g
monitoring of production conditions. First
and foremost, this means thorough selection
and evaluation of manufacturers, watertight
specification of product characteristics, and
differentiated control of implementation.

When quality-assurance aspects are not examined individually
and in detail but only across the board, opportunities and risks
may become distorted.
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End-to-end Quality Management
The central element of an optimised procurement strategy is quality assurance that primarily aims at ensuring that the design of the purchased
systems or components is in conformity with the rules. Project specifications, too, must be comprehensively clarified to ensure end-to-end
quality management. This includes, for example, the traceability of materials and the completeness of the required documents, such as drawings,
plans and documentation.
At what point does TÜV SÜD Chemie Service support global sourcing? Originating from the former user inspectorates of Bayer, Dow Olefinverbund
and Hoechst, the specialists are on-site at all major chemical and industrial centres in Germany and accompany their clients to international
markets, expanding their worldwide presence. This ultimately created the Team of Global Networking, a group of specialists dedicated to
intensive exchange of know-how and experience.
To ensure that the materials used will also meet the ambitious requirements, the experts combine conventional and innovative non-destructive
testing procedures. Based on decades of experience in the chemical and process industries, the experts have adopted the indispensable high
level of quality as a core value, supporting purchase decisions in global sourcing to ensure far-sighted planning and keep the risk of service
interruption to a minimum.

Success Factors in Global Sourcing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systematic and complete overall strategy
Individual opportunities and risks analysis, cost-effectiveness, empirical values
Comprehensive project specifications (design, materials, manufacturing, testing, quality assurance, documentation)
Manufacturer selection and evaluation
On-site quality assurance (in-line and pre-shipment inspections)
Familiarity with the local situation (language, culture)
Flexibility in supplier management (high dynamism in some supplier countries)
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Navigating the Growing Private Label Supply
Chain Market in Asia
Contributed by Stuart Harman, Oliver Wight Partner

W

ith new research, an exciting
opportunity is presented to the
private label market in the AsiaPacific region for manufacturers and retailers
alike. However, to successfully utilise
this chance, it is vital to ensure a good,
collaborative relationship between supplier
and retailer.
A recent report by Swedish bank, Rabobank,
predicts that the private label market share
in India and China will reach 28 per cent by
2030, emulating the growth patterns currently
seen in the European market. This follows
news that an expected $31.8bn will be spent
on private label grocery products in Australia
by 2017-18. Private label products present
an exciting opportunity for manufacturers,
suppliers and retailers in the Asia-Pacific
region.
Although Asian consumers have exhibited a
reluctance to experiment with private label
products during grocery shopping, the rise
of the middle class and increasing work
hours in urban areas are beginning to change
shopping habits. This drives a shift in attitude
towards own brand products, positioned in
an enviable place when it comes to chasing
competitive pricing. With the private label
market yielding unprecedented growth
elsewhere in the global retail market, it is
expected that Asia will soon follow suit and
Asian manufacturers are looking at how they
can adopt a private label strategy.
There are a lot of benefits for the retailer;
private labels enhance profit margins and also
promote differentiation from the competition,
which builds customer loyalty. There is
potential to build a strong, reliable product
identity that customers can really get excited
about. Manufacturers can take advantage
of falling sales of branded products by
switching idle machinery over to private
label production. This avoids underutilising
manufacturing capacity.
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Regional Changes in Attitude
Of course, attitudes towards private label
differ across Southeast and East Asia, but
there are certainly shifts towards a more
positive opinion across the Asia-Pacific area.
A 2011 survey by Nielson Global Online
stated that 62 per cent of participants in the
Asia-Pacific region had bought private label
products since the economic downturn began
in 2009, and 90 per cent said they would
continue to buy private label products when
the economy began to stabilise; Japanese
and Thai consumers in particular turned to
private labels in this period, with 72 per cent
and 74 per cent of customers buying more
private label items respectively.
As urbanisation and longer working hours
in the cities of many Asian countries push
consumers towards a lifestyle supported
by less frequent shopping trips to hyperand supermarkets, convenience and
competitive pricing are beginning to replace
traditional reliance on trusted brands. This is
evident in the success of private label basic
commodities, with items such as cooking
oil, rice and toilet paper seeing an increase
in popularity. Combined with an increase in
market knowledge and a proportional rise in
the desire to bargain hunt, the time is ripe to
pursue the private label supply chain in Asia.
Latest View &
Recommendation
Reconciliation
Review
Supply Review

Contributed by Stuart Harman, Oliver
Wight Partner

There are a lot of benefits
for the retailer; private labels
enhance profit margins and
also promote differentiation
from the competition, which
builds customer loyalty. There
is potential to build a strong,
reliable product identity that
customers can really get excited
about.
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Successfully Managing the Supply Chain
There are several strategies to consider to successfully manage the private label supply chain. Whilst the same basic principles apply when
attempting to enter the private label market anywhere across the globe, some elements are specifically pertinent to consider
when targeting the nuances of the Asian market.

1. Have a clear value proposition
The value proposition for branded items tends
to manifest itself in the form of an intimate
proposition for targeted areas of the market,
or in the form of a leadership role, where
larger brands will propose that they offer
the best experience. This is not the case for
private label; price competitiveness must take
precedence. The products should be low
cost, easy to produce and deliver, and most
importantly, reliable.

2. Increase visibility to manage
demand variability
Previously, private label was considered to be
exclusively for economy or value versions of
branded products. However, this is no longer
true. Many suppliers and retailers use a “good,
better, best” approach with private label;
this means creating a standard product, an
economical alternative and a premium range.
This gives consumers a choice of every quality
level at competitive prices.

Though promotions can lead to a tenfold
increase in demand, surprise promotional
activity can be costly. Also, as shortages
cannot be filled by another supply chain
segment as is the case for branded items, it
is important to keep lines of communication
between supplier and retailer open so that
a cohesive strategy for promotional activity
can be prepared to balance product supply
and demand.

3. Establish rules for deletion
A retailer may well decide not to stock and
sell a private label product, especially after the
initial period of trial and error when introducing
various new lines. However, as a supplier, it
will not be possible to switch supply of private
label to another retailer.
Therefore, to prevent costly write-offs,
retailers must establish rules for controlling
the inventory of finished goods, packaging
and raw materials in an initial supplier retailer
agreement. Signalling product deletions in
advance can prevent excess purchasing and
will result in less wastage and fewer losses.

4. Factor in ‘life of contract’ costs
It is important to factor in variables such as
raw materials, energy and fuel, which are
affected by inflation, when entering a fixedterm contract with a retailer. Disregarding
the importance of including system to vary
pricing, in order to reflect potential changes
to input and distribution costs, has the
potential to derail even the best laid plans
and can incur staggering costs. When initially
outlining product pricing, ensure that there
is a procedure in place to hedge input costs
with supplier and retailer for the duration of
the contract.

5. Integrate product management
Last, but by no means least, implement a
planning process that allows for the integration
of portfolio management. The majority of
common business planning processes focus
entirely on regulating supply and demand
and consider product development to be a
separate, ‘creative’ activity. But if product
development is integrated into business
planning, it is then easier to exploit potential
private label opportunities.

Conclusion

The forecast growth potential for private label means an exciting time for the industry in Asia. The fledgling market presents plenty of
opportunities, but there are many potential pitfalls to consider before making any big business decisions. However, by establishing clear,
open communication between retailer and supplier and integrating robust business planning processes,
embarking into the private label market can be successful.
For more information on this topic, please see the recent Oliver Wight white paper entitled ‘Managing the private label supply chain’.

About Oliver Wight Asia-Pacific

Oliver Wight has a 40 year track record of delivering business improvement to some of the
world’s best-known organisations. With a team of professionals offering a wealth of experience,
Oliver Wight is the largest consultancy of its type, with offices throughout Europe, South
Africa, North and South America, and the Asia Pacific region. We believe that sustainable
business improvement can’t be delivered by external consultants but only by our clients’ own
people, so unlike other consultancy firms, we transfer our knowledge to them, helping deliver
performance levels and financial results that last.
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The Netherlands Revolutionising The Shipping Industry
Contributed by Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency (NFIA)

A

s the world becomes more connected,
global trade and freight distribution
have grown at a tremendous rate. This
growth has, in turn, generated a huge demand
for the traditional TEU shipping containers
in which almost all manufactured goods are
currently transported.
The problem, however, lies in the imbalance
between the manufacturing of mass
consumption goods of export-oriented
economies in Asia, and large consumption
markets, such as North America and Europe.
In the US, for example, there are approximately
300,000 to 400,000 empty containers in
various depots and terminals. The storage,
handling and inevitable shipping of empty
containers account for a huge inefficiency
in the shipping industry, contributing to high
costs and unnecessary pollution.

“There is vast potential in the maritime
industry between the largest ports worldwide,
including Asia and Europe. And despite
the economic challenges, containerised
transport will keep on growing,” says Ms
Suzanne Sweerman, Executive Director of
the Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency
(NFIA). The NFIA, an operational unit of the
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs provides
free consultancy to foreign companies looking
to establish, expand and/or diversify their
business operations in the Netherlands and
Europe.

Suzanne Sweerman, Executive Director
of the Netherlands Foreign Investment
Agency

In the past year, global ports have seen a drop
of about 20 per cent in container handlings
due to high costs. Often, a conventional
shipping container spends up to 50 per cent
of its life being idle or repositioned. Drewry
Shipping Consultants, a specialist research
and advisory organisation for the maritime
sector, found that US$31.5bn is spent
annually on repositioning empty containers.
If 75 per cent of these empty containers
were foldable, accumulated savings could
amount to some 25 million TEUs per annum
in shipping alone. This could cut ship cargo
movement costs in half.
Asia lays claim to the largest container ports
in the world, with Singapore being the first,
China the second, and Hong Kong the third.
Europe’s biggest port, the Port of Rotterdam,
opened Maasvlakte 2 in May this year - a
multibillion-euro extension with wider and
deeper basins to accommodate the world’s
biggest freight ships. About 34,000 ships and
12 million shipping containers, each large
enough to hold 27 refrigerators, 175 bicycles,
or 2,500 pairs of jeans already pass through
the Dutch Port of Rotterdam annually. This
will be nothing compared to the 32 million
containers it will handle by 2035.
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The Dutch maritime sector, earmarked as
one of the Top Sectors by the government,
is an essential driver for a strong Dutch
economy. The Netherlands is the European
maritime centre and possesses the strongest
maritime cluster in the world. The Top Sector
initiatives, Ms Sweerman shares, challenge
researchers and entrepreneurs to develop
fundamental knowledge that allows for
technological breakthroughs and innovative
applications in the respective industries. And
now the Netherlands may have just found an
innovative solution that promises significant
global reductions in financial, labour, transport
and environmental costs.

A World First in Foldable
Containers
Foldable or collapsible containers are not a
novel find. With industry needs being evident,
many have ventured to bridge the gap from
as early as the 1970s. But none have resulted
in global widespread implementation. Recent
developments reflect that real commercial
progress is finally being made. In India,
two mechanical engineers from the Indian
Institute of Technology (IIT) designed a
container that could be collapsed vertically to
a quarter within four minutes using a hydraulic
contraption. Boston’s Compact Container
Systems’ adaptation utilises folding walls
to collapse its containers horizontally. Other
companies in the same vein include Foldtainer
and Staxxon.
Now, Dutch-based Holland Container
Innovations (HCI), together with the Delft
University of Technology, has developed and
patented eight technologies for the world’s
first ISO certified 40 ft foldable maritime
shipping container. The ISO certification
proves that the steel foldable container meets
the same requirements as that of a standard
container. HCI pushes the envelope, as the
foremost to successfully pass the ISO tests
with a 40 ft HC Foldable Container.
A bundle of folded containers can be
handled with the same resources as a single
conventional one. Folding and unfolding of
the container is done with standard lifting
equipment and two workers. All operations
are completely done from the outside. The (un)
folding time for trained personnel is expected
to be around four minutes (based on tests with
the prototypes). This results in fast, easy and
safe folding and unfolding of the container. All
parts of the container stay connected through
this process.
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The container is completely made from steel (apart from rubber sealing), utilising standard
parts. The advantage is that this makes it possible to use parts from standard containers to
repair the container around the world.
HCI is currently setting up mass production for the first series of these containers in Asia. These
will be used in pilot projects that HCI will run together with various shipping lines in Asia and
Europe, before commercialisation.

From Asia to Europe
With limited storage space at many ports in the world, storage is
becoming even more critical. Empty containers that lay in wait for a
modality to take them from port to port do not make economic sense.
Apart from the economic, environmental and financial benefits, foldable
containers also influence social aspects like noise pollution, aesthetics,
development and employment.
“The foldable container not only results in lower transport costs for
repositioning, but also storage and ship handling. Calculations show a
possible increase of the shipping lines’ profit margin by 600 per cent,
corresponding to savings of up to 25 per cent on operational costs
and 2.7 per cent on the total CO2 emissions of the container transport
at sea,” Ms Sweerman explains.

About NFIA
The Netherlands may have just found an innovative
solution that promises significant global reductions
in financial, labour, transport and environmental
costs.

The NFIA, a division of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, provides
complimentary consultation services to foreign companies planning
to establish, expand or diversify their business operations in the
Netherlands and Europe. For more information on innovative maritime
solutions and investment opportunities in the Netherlands, contact
the Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency: Ms Suzanne Sweerman,
Executive Director, Southeast Asia, at Tel: +65 67391135, Email:
sweerman@nfia-singapore.com, Website: www.nfia-singapore.com .
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New
format!
8-9 April 2014
Marina Bay Sands Hotel
Singapore

The pan-Asia conference for people who own,
move and handle containerised cargo
3

Container Supply Chain Conference

3

Port Tour 3 Networking Programme

Includes
session hosted
by

In conjunction
with

Supply Chain Asia readers receive 5% discount on delegate passes
Supported by

Global Port Partner

Evening Reception Sponsor

Sponsors

Asia Media Partner

Book your place here: www.tocevents-asia.com/sca5 & quote SCA Discount
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Balancing Flexibility
and Fragility
Contributed by Philip Odette, President, GSCS

F

lexibility is necessary in the manufacturing
industry as global changes in workforce,
production and availability create a
dynamic marketplace. This flexibility has given
rise to lean manufacturing that focuses on
delivering error-free products to customers
in the right quantities, without having much
stock on hand after filling an order.
Lean operations have helped companies stay
profitable in tough economic times because
they provide flexibility in the manufacturing
process and allow for quick shifts in production
modes, but this flexibility can over-extend and
show fragile touch points in operations.
Initially, these lean weaknesses can be
damaging when they crop up, such as
having bad parts in a final run with no
replacements on hand. This exposure can
hurt the relationship with a customer, but it
also exposes areas where companies need
to improve.

as consumer and market trends that affect
your industry.
For example, major corporations like Apple,
Motorola, Caterpillar and General Motors are
putting efforts into near-sourcing, partially
because customers are hoping to purchase
more American-made goods and they
are demanding quicker delivery times. In
telematics and enterprise electronics, nearshoring is also growing more popular because
of intellectual property concerns around leak
reference designs and components, even
among companies without direct intellectual
property losses.

Philip Odette, President, GSCS

A leaner supply chain is, at its
core, a supply chain with less
waste. This is difficult to maintain
as the supply chain grows more
complex and sourcing options
involve more parts and materials
from around the globe.

T h i s h i g h l i g h t s t h e n e e d f o r p ro p e r
communication, where strong customer
relationships can create understanding and
lead to mutual problem solving.

Communication in Operations
A key indicator of successful supply chain
agility is quick communication with a customer
and responsiveness to customer problems or
requests – being speedy in the customer’s
eyes – because communication establishes
trust and acknowledges issues, according to
research by Canan Hillmer of London’s Cass
Business School.
Collaboration with supply chain partners
around problem solving is the other major
pillar of an effective and agile supply chain.
This enables you to not only address problems
as they arise, but also builds on consistently
used communication channels that will funnel
other information into your business, such
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Focus efforts on collaborating and integrating
your technology with supply chain partners to
gain visibility into their operations and provide
visibility into your current and future needs.

Building Lean
Monitor market trends
to quickly determine
customer demand
changes, as well as define
customer expectations
for quality.

A leaner supply chain is, at its core, a supply
chain with less waste. This is difficult to
maintain as the supply chain grows more
complex and sourcing options involve more
parts and materials from around the globe.
To keep your operations running lean yet
efficient, you’ll need to:

Don’t Forget Data
The global buzz word “Big Data” has also entered into agile supply
chain planning, specifically sales and operations planning. Industry
players are collecting more data than ever before, but they need
proper systems to find the nuances that point to market demands
and shifts in order to fully capitalise on the advantage of analytics.
Expanding Big Data to your S&OP operations can provide a better
understanding of worldwide inventory levels, fulfilment rates, leadtimes and your cash cycles. This requires getting your disparate
systems on the same page, so it is again time to call for your
company to tear down its data silos.
Defining a single data model will give you the option to analyse
your risk, inventory, orders and pricing in real-time, helping you
make the best decisions to meet your existing orders and expand
your bottom line while staying operationally lean.
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Take advantage of global
trends in operations and
efficiency. Your management
needs the tools to locate
innovative sources and
workforces and have the
ability to shift production or
sourcing in order to capitalise
on savings.

24/7 365 DAYS

PSA

THE WORLD’S PORT OF CALL
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www.singaporepsa.com

20 November 2014

Introducing the Inaugural SCA DAY Conference

Public Voting Period: 1 JuLY – 30 sEPTEMBER
For Sponsorship Opportunities and other enquiries, do email
admin@supplychainasia.org or frank.paul@supplychainasia.org today!

SPONSOR
CORPORATE
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Join us for an entire day whereby the crème de la crème of the industry are recognised for their
excellence in 33 award categories. Awards will be presented during the inaugural
Supply Chain in Asia Conference and Awards Night.
Innovation, Software, Sustainability &
Security Awards
• Supply Chain Distribution Centre Innovation
• Green Supply Chain
• Supply Chain Security
• Supply Chain Software of the Year
Individual Awards*
• Automotive
• Consumer/FMCG
• e-Commerce
• Retail
• High Tech
• Semi-Conductor
• Luxury
• Fashion
• Oil & Gas
• Chemical
Organisation Awards
• Asia Container Port of Year
• Asia Air Cargo Port of the Year
• Asia Logistics Centre/Park of the Year Award
• Supply Chain Education Institution of the Year

Corporate Awards
• Global 3PL of the Year
• Asian 3PL of the Year
• Container Line of the Year
• Container Terminal of the Year
• Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
• Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
• Sea Freight Forwarder of the Year
• Air Freight Forwarder of the Year
Special Awards
• Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year
• Overall Supply Chain Professional of the Year
• Young Supply Chain Professional of the Year*
• Most Inspiring Supply Chain Professional of the Year*
• Supply Chain Woman of the Year*
• Visionary of the Year*
• Hall of Fame*

Sponsor’s Profile
			

Asianet Consultants

Established since 1988, Asianet is a dedicated executive search and talent acquisition company that specialises in Logistics & Supply Chain.
We work with global clients in the Contract Logistics space in their talent acquisition strategies that result in the market mapping of relevant high
calibre executives in the Asia Pacific region. We act in partnership with clients to develop and implement recruitment solutions for immediate- to
long-term needs.
We are dedicated to:
• Executing Retained Executive Search in Hong Kong, Greater China and the Asia Pacific region to meet the executive and senior
management hiring needs of its global clients
• Working with clients to develop their talent acquisition strategy and recruitment capability
• Providing talent mapping and market & business intelligence services enabling significant hiring activities, succession planning, talent risk
management and gathering of market information
Headquartered in Hong Kong, we have offices in Shanghai, Guangzhou and Beijing. Asianet Consultants is the exclusive Hong Kong and Greater
China partner and founder of the International Executive Search Federation (IESF) providing Global and Local Executive Search to companies
in 40 countries and over 130 cities.
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Event latest happenings

The social, economic
and environmental
cohesion of these
new urban superhubs will require heavy
investment in physical
and data infrastructure
and management
processes.

A Roundtable Discussion: Trends
& Challenges of Asia-Pacific

E

merging markets and new technologies dominated proceedings at the
latest BT Global Logistics Roundtable, attended by the top logistics
and manufacturing executives in Asia at Singapore’s Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel on 26 September 2013.
Following BT’s successful inaugural Roundtable in Dubai in May, there was
a general agreement in Singapore that emerging markets would continue
to drive world trade and GDP growth, even though some of Asia’s largest
developing markets, such as China, India and Indonesia, have seen slow
economic growth rates in 2013.
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Best 3PL Supply Chain Provider in Asia
Voted as the “Asia 3PL of the Year” in the December 2013 awards
Toll by Supply Chain Asia, Toll Global Logistics is the
partner of choice of over 1,000 multinational corporations, including some of Asia Pacific’s best known brands.
Founded more than 120 years ago, our strengths and credibility rest on our ability to provide integrated logistics solutions,
backed by innovative technologies and world-class processes to support end-to-end supply chains.
Toll Global Logistics manages more than 600 facilities in 16 countries within the Asia Pacific region, offering world-class
contract logistics solutions. Our work spans across various industries and products including consumer, retail and
consumer electronics, industrial and chemicals, as well as the automotive sector. Our focus is to help customers get their
goods from origin to destination with ease and efficiency.

Contact Us
For further information about Toll’s Global Logistics Division and our services, email enquiries.bd@tollgroup.com
or call our regional office at +65 6462 8883.
www.tollgroup.com/tollgloballogistics
Australia
Cambodia
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
New Zealand
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
UAE
Vietnam

Toll – connecting people and products
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Booming of Asia-Pacific
MNCs believe almost half their global
revenues will come from Asia-Pacific
within four years and, by 2015, some
40 per cent of luxury brand sales is
expected to be made in China, which
is already close to surpassing the US
in terms of total online sales. Already
there are 2 billion people classed as
middle class in the Asia-Pacific, and
the region will become the world’s
largest consumer population by
2020.
The rise of the Asian middle class
will create new opportunities and
challenges for 3PLs, technology
service providers and their mutual
customers, as trade and data flows
increase in volume, sophistication
and complexity. “We know this
booming middle class will be
consuming technology, bandwidth
and entertainment and as a result will
demand high quality connectivity as
well as access to service centres and
knowledge,” said Mr Kevin Taylor,
President Global Logistics, BT Global
Services.
As urbanisation continues in Asia,
more megacities will emerge and
those that already have huge
populations will grow further. The
social, economic and environmental
cohesion of these new urban superhubs will require heavy investment in
physical and data infrastructure and
management processes. Successful
megacities will be those that plan
for the future by providing the
transport and IT systems needed
to meet the fast-changing needs of
their citizens, an approach which will
require cooperation between multiple
stakeholders.

To Near or Re-shore?
China’s rising land and labour costs
allied, resorting to slow-steaming
strategies and analysts argue that
supply chains will increasingly
become
regionally
focused,
particularly in the US where original
equipment manufacturers opting to
re-shore production can also benefit
from falling energy costs.
Singapore attendees heard that
attempts to reduce supply chain
risk and transport costs could see
more nearshoring, with Turkey and
Africa becoming viable locations for
producers targeting Europe, and
Mexico providing many benefits in
terms of access to the US.
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In theory, both near and re-shoring
by manufacturers could have huge
impacts on trans-Pacific, AsiaEurope and intra-Asia trade flows.
But while roundtable participants
admitted some near and re-shoring
was likely, they said it would vary
hugely by industry vertical, transport
cost savings and, in some cases,
branding and political issues.
They also noted numerous reasons
why the migration of manufacturing
away from Asia would be limited, not
least because Asia’s mushrooming
middle class will constitute the world’s
fastest growing consumer market,
and this will have an anchoring
effect on many multinationals. One
speaker in Singapore concluded:
“Manufacturers came to Asia for
workers. They will stay for shoppers.”
The transfer of some output within
Asia is already happening, however,
and this will continue in the future.
Indonesia,
Myanmar,
Cambodia,
Bangladesh
and
Vietnam,
for
example, all offer plenty of pull
factors to OEMs currently based in
China, especially in verticals, such
as textiles, where labour costs are
a major factor. But this transfer will
necessarily be limited because of
the unmatched infrastructure and
worker economies of scale available
in China.
Instead of nearshoring, MNCs in most
verticals are more likely to simply
increase their output without cutting
production in China, a strategy that
will also be used to improve supply
chain security, reduce exposure to
risks - such as natural disasters - and
guarantee access to new markets.

Future Peering

There
was
less
consensus
in Singapore about how new
technologies would impact trade,
logistics and data development

and management. Attendees heard
that drone technology was likely to
first become viable for the delivery
of goods and supplies to remote
locations, but it could also eventually
help reduce pollution and traffic by
offering a final mile option in cities.
Even more striking was the debate
about how 3D printing technologies
might change manufacturing and
supply chains. Last year the market
was worth US$2.2bn, up almost a
third compared to 2011, according to
consultants at Wohlers Associates.
Guns, kidneys and automotive spare
parts are already being produced
using the technology and UPS is now
making the technology available to
the public in some of its US stores.
But whether 3D printing will remain a
niche, used for prototypes, tailoring
designs and critical logistics, or
will move into the realm of mass
production and allowing robots to
replace factory workers, is unclear at
present.
The general view among participants
was that 3D printing techniques
would mostly complement rather than
replace conventional manufacturing
techniques, becoming a key part of
the factory work place, and possibly
the home, in the next few years. For
logistics companies, this could see
some reduction in finished product
deliveries, but this would be replaced
by the need to manage raw material
flows to printers, a new and growing
trade that needs to be underpinned
by modern communications systems
and architecture.
Quoting Henry Ford, one participant
best summed up the Singapore
roundtable discussion and how
ambitious companies will innovate
and collaborate to succeed in a
rapidly changing and complex world.
“If everyone is moving forward
together, then success takes care of
itself,” he said.

FREE
EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE

INTERMODAL ASIA
1-3 APRIL 2014
Shanghai World Expo
Exhibition & Convention Center

ASIA’S CONTAINER
SHIPPING EVENT
BRINGING ASIA’S CONTAINER TRANSPORT
& LOGISTICS INDUSTRY TOGETHER
•
•
•
•

Meet over 200 exhibitors
• Find new suppliers and maximise your return
Network with thousands of industry professionals
on investment
Attend 50+ high level conference sessions
• Discover the latest trends in the Chinese and
Explore new business opportunities
Asian markets

Register for free entry at

www.intermodal-asia.com/adsca2
Part of
Asia Container Shipping Week
Featuring:

Organised by

Follow us on

Primary Event Sponsor:

Sponsors:
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Business Interrupted: Managing Supply Chain Risks

F

or many businesses, their supply chains have
developed thousands of “moving parts” spread
across a vast landscape that may include every
continent on Earth. Within these wide networks in global
supply chains are hundreds of suppliers, customers,
government entities, cultures, partners, currencies,
weather conditions, and infrastructures, all of which may
create potential threats to supply chain operations. Many
organisations have created extremely complex networks
to move products to billions of customers located almost
anywhere.
These sophisticated networks have come with a price that
companies have only recently begun to understand: they
are subject to an enormous array of perils, unforeseeable
events, and dangers that could never have been
imagined as little as just a few years ago. Today’s supply
chains are vulnerable to a collection of events that are
unpredictable yet devastating because of the size, reach,
and complexity of the supply chain. The list of risks faced
by global supply chains ranges from natural disasters to
currency devaluations to infrastructure breakdowns to
supplier failures to government macroeconomic actions
to almost any unforeseen event.

The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals
(CSCMP) understands the importance of developing
effective supply chain strategies to combat these
threats. From 22 to 24 January 2014, the organisation
hosted Singapore Conference 2014: Focusing on How
to Manage Supply Chain Risk at Grand Copthorne
Waterfront. With the aim of providing a beneficial platform
for industry professionals to discuss ongoing supply
chain trials, the conference also included captivating
keynote presentations by Mr Stephen E. Lovejoy (Senior
Vice President, Asia, Global Channels and Global Store
Development Supply Chain, Starbucks Coffee Company)
and Mr John Lund (Senior Vice President, Integrated
Supply Chain Management, The Walt Disney Company),
among others.
As international companies with thousands of employees
employed around the world, they shared with the
participants the massive challenges their organisations
have experienced recently in the Asia-Pacific. Thailand
floods of 2011, the Japanese earthquake-cum-tsunami
with a 9.0 magnitude, and the unstable geo-political
situation of the region have disrupted the supply chain
process in one way or another. It is critical that we come
together as an industry to discuss the potential solutions
and manage the challenges.
Because of the range and complexity of risks faced by
global supply chains today, by examining the nature of
supply chain risk, and discussing the creation of strategies
that position the supply chain to be resilient, the industry
will learn to be better prepared to effectively deal with the
unexpected.
Check out the event details on
http://cscmp.org/annual-conferences/singapore
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Looking for a platform to maGnify
your supply chain connection?

JOIN US
as a member today!

Let's Connect Communicate Collaborate
For more information or enquiries, please visit us at our website www.supplychainasia.org
or email us directly at admin@supplychainasia.org
Find us at
www.fb.com/scasia.org

groups/Supply Chain Asia

youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
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The world awaits July 2014 with bated breath. During that
month, Indonesia will conduct its third presidential election.
Incumbent president, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, is
constitutionally barred from seeking a third term in office.
The country is now a mature democracy, but many
analysts believe reform has stalled. Indonesia has survived
the global financial troubles relatively unscathed, but
infrastructure bottlenecks and regulatory hurdles hamper
the country’s economic potential. Whoever takes office in
2014 will have a big job on their hands.

of SCA May/Jun Issue

INDONESIA IN BRIEF
With Indonesia firmly in the international spotlight, NZ Inc breaks down the
South East Asian nation into just the bits you need to know. We take a look at
the opportunities present for businesses in Indonesia.

Source: newzealandinc.com

The Opportunities
GDP Growth Rates in Southeast Asia (2011)
GDP Growth Rates in South East Asia (2011)
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Indonesia ranked #1 in terms of GDP growth whilst
maintaining a low 3.79% rate of inflation.
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Key Growth Industries
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Retail & e-Commerce Asia 2014

Limited
Complimentary
Seats for
Endorsers &
Premier

26 June 2014 | 9.30 am – 4.30 pm | Grand Copthorne

Overview

The evolution of the Internet has created a whole new fast growing industry with
more commercial activities being performed online and more consumers opting
to shop online. Today, e-Commerce has grown to be a powerful force in the retail
supply chain industry and is set to enjoy even stronger growth in the near future. In
2013, there was more than $638m in investments made into companies addressing
mobile commerce in Asia. With online marketers seeing great potential, 2014 is
definitely poised to be a big year for e-commerce in Asia.

Details

Supply Chain Asia’s Retail & e-Commerce 2014 aims to discuss the trends and
to encourage knowledge sharing on how companies effectively manage their
supply chain and retail & e-Commerce platforms. Through panel discussions, SCA
hopes that attendees can generate possible innovations to improve the retail and
e-Commerce supply chain and logistics processes.

Participation Fees*

Programme

DATE: 26 June 2014
TIME: 9.30 am – 4.30 pm
VENUE: Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel

Endorsers & Premier

Complimentary

Individual/Lite/Professional
SGD125

9.30 am – 10.30 am

Registration

10.30 am – 11.00 am

Welcome – An Overview of Retail & e-Commerce
(by Supply Chain Asia)

Non-Members
SGD295

11.00 am – 12.00 pm

Keynote Address – Speaker (TBC)

To Register

12.00 pm – 2.00 pm	Networking Lunch
2.00 pm – 3.00 pm

Panel Discussion I

3.00 pm – 3.30 pm	Networking Break
3.30 pm – 4.30 pm

Panel Discussion II

4.30 pm

Event Ends

Lim
it
Sea ed
ts

Contact 6567 2308
weisi.low@supplychainasia.org
*Prices are reflected before 7% GST.

Find us at

Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd

1 International Business Park #03-01C (Tower Block)
The Synergy Singapore 609917
T +65 6567 2308 F +65 6569 4772 www.supplychainasia.org
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Co. Reg No (201216027H) GST Reg No (201216027H)

www.fb.com/scasia.org
groups/Supply Chain Asia
youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
App-SC Asia
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Order fulfillment solution to increase your efficiency
Being one of the most efficient order fulfillment systems available,
the Schaefer Carousel System provides 1,000 picks per hour and can
increase storage density by 50%. Its modular system design makes
the SCS an adaptable and intelligent system solution for dynamic
order picking processes with a very high performance level and
maximum economic efficiency. Contact us, we will show you how to
become fast, flexible and efficient.

P: 65/6863 0168 · E: regionalmktg@ssi-schaefer.sg · www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com
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